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Summary 
 
 
The concept of femaleness in ancient India can be inferred from a variety of literary sources. 
The patriarchal-structured society has created normative texts, law books and treatises to 
explain female nature and to regulate female behavior. The duality in the perception of 
femaleness is often present within one single text, however, it becomes even clearer when 
different texts are compared and analysed. The dichotomy in the concept of femaleness is 
most obvious in the depiction of the two archetypes in Sanskrit literature: the wife and 
courtesan. 
In the thesis, the Da÷akumàracarita, which is a novel dated to the late 6
th
 century AD, 
is read as a text that mirrors the society of the author. The text has been analysed and 
compared to other texts for the purpose of throwing light on how femaleness is perceived. The 
method used in this thesis is thus mainly hermeneutic. Because the aim is to reveal 
information about woman, and also because the male text studied in the analysis may ascribe 
to a viewpoint of women that primarily serves male goals, the approach is feminist. 
The analysis is structured around three topics; female nature, the wife, and the 
courtesan. It reveals the basis for various beliefs and attitudes regarding femaleness, as well as 
ways patriarchy has employed these attitudes to advance male needs. Although the social 
spheres of the wife and the courtesan were mutually exclusive, their common objectives were 
to serve men. The analysis shows to what extent the women portrayed in the novel conform to 
the role models provided for them, and their options for power over their lives. 
Female nature is presented as predominantly negative in the normative texts explored 
in this thesis. It was therefore important for patriarchy to control women, and in particular 
female sexuality, in order to protect itself from the possible malevolent effects of female 
behaviour. Marriage was a way to transform the negative traits in women into positive 
qualities. The wife became a benevolent force due to male control. The courtesan, on the 
other hand, was beyond male control, and is thus potentially dangerous. The patriarchal 
dilemma lies in the fact that it needed both types of women.   
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The front illustration is a photo of one side of a double-faced relief depicting a courtesan. Kushan Period. 2nd 
century AD. Maholi Village, Mathura. National Museum, New Delhi. American Institute of Indian Studies 
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1 Background 
1.1 The twofold concept of femaleness  
What is femaleness? Or rather, how is femaleness conceptualised in classical Sanskrit 
literature?  On the one hand, women are depicted as fertile, faithful, gracious and virtuous 
bestowers of happiness and comfort, often compared to the benevolent goddess Lakùmī; on 
the other, women are aggressive, cunning, greedy, lustful and malevolent creatures that are 
able to destroy men. Both women and goddesses reflect these contradictory characteristics of 
the female. 
There are two facets of femaleness, which might explain why women are conceived as 
either benevolent or malevolent: firstly, the female is associated with śakti (energy or power), 
which is the energizing principle of creation, and secondly with prakçti (nature) or the 
undifferentiated matter of the universe.
1
 Prakçti also denotes matter as opposed to spirit; the 
prototype of the female sex: identified with màyà (illusion).
2
 Females are said to be the 
embodiment of śakti. However, both men and women have this energy; it can even be 
increased or decreased depending upon one‘s actions. A woman, for example, can increase 
her śakti by being a pativratà: a devoted and virtuous wife. In the Daśakumàracarita (DKC) 
women are referred to as pativratà on two occasions. The implication of being a pativratà 
will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.3 and 4.1. 
As being prakçti, the active female counterpart of the Supreme Being (puruùa, the 
inactive male aspect), women are commonly referred to as the field or the earth.
3
 The Law 
Code of Manu states: ―33Tradition holds that the woman represents the field, and the man the 
seed; all embodied beings spring from the union of field and seed.‖4 Conception of a child is 
seen as the unity of puruùa and prakçti, where the male contributes the hard substances: the 
structured parts of the child, while the female contributes the soft substances or the 
unstructured parts. Wadley argues that: ―The hard substance (seed) is structure (culture?) as 
opposed to the soft substances which is non-structure (Nature?).‖5 This implies that women 
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are more Nature, or uncultured, than men. In the DKC there are frequent references to women 
as manifestations of the Earth, and also vice versa; the Earth is compared to a beautiful young 
woman. I will discuss this connectedness in chapter 3.2.  
Being energy or power and uncultured, the female represents uncultured power, which 
is potentially dangerous. On the other hand, she can also use her uncultured power for the 
benefit of others. Furthermore, being the receptor of man‘s seed, she is fertile and represents 
growth and prosperity. Jacobson holds that the paradox is that even if sexuality is a 
prerequisite for pregnancy and childbirth, it is as sexual beings that women invoke fear and 
contempt, and that it is part of the Brahman tradition to view women as being dangerously 
seductive and lacking in self-control.
6
 This is confirmed by the Mànava-Dharmásàstra
 
 (The 
Law Code of Manu), which warns men against the presence of tempting young women, as in: 
―213It is the very nature of women here to corrupt men‖.7   
What further complicates the situation is that it is also as sexual beings that women are 
praised and respected. The cultivated courtesan was both indispensable and celebrated 
because she was keeper of and contributor to the artistic, cultural, and sensual life in ancient 
India. I will discuss the courtesan in more detail in chapter 5.  
Wadley refers to studies which show that good females, whether they are goddess or 
human, are controlled by males: that is, Culture controls Nature.
8
 Thus, it is vital for men to 
keep women and female sexuality under their control to ensure that it is the woman‘s inherent 
capacity for being benevolent that is achieved. 
 The Law Code of Manu makes it very clear that women must be controlled 
throughout their lives. He states: 
 
147
 Even in their own homes, a female—whether she is a child, a young woman, or an old lady—should 
never carry out any task independently. 
148As a child, she must remain under her father‘s control; as a 
young woman, under her husband‘s; and when her husband is dead, under her sons‘. She must never 
seek to live independently.
9
  
 
Even though Olivelle warns the readers of The Law Code of Manu against taking the 
statements as literally true, because legal literature hyperbole is a literary device, he holds that 
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the law relates to ongoing practice. The ÷àstra is ―both a repository of received knowledge 
and a tool of instruction‖.10 
There are, however, women who seem to be beyond male control. The gaõikàs 
(courtesans) normally do not marry, and their sexuality is used according to their own will to 
obtain economic independence and autonomy.  When studying courtesans, one has to bear in 
mind that the groups of women who make a living from their bodies are manifold and varied. 
In Ya÷odhara‘s Jayamaïgalā, a commentary on Kāmasåtra, nine types of prostitutes are listed: 
 
kumbhadàsã (slave woman, harlot) 
paricàrikà (servant, female attendant) 
kålañà (unchaste woman) 
svairiõã (sexually promiscuous woman) 
nañã (dancing girl, actress) 
÷ilpakàrikà (female artisan) 
prakà÷avinaùñà (woman who leaves her family to become someone‘s mistress) 
råpàjãvà (woman who lives by her beauty) 
gaõikà (courtesan).11   
 
Ludwig Sternbach states that in Sanskrit literature the word gaõikà is often used to 
denote prostitutes.
12
 The same holds for the word veśyà. In the DKC, gaõikà is the word most 
frequently used to refer to courtesans, followed by ve÷a/veśyà, vàrà and bandhakã. The word 
råpàjãvà is used only once. All these words bear different connotations, which will be 
discussed in chapter 5. 
Further, Amarasiüha explains that: ―A prostitute [veśyà], who is endowed with good 
character, beauty, and good qualities and distinguishes herself in them, receives the title of a 
gaõikà and a high position among the people.‖13 In the Mahàbhàrata, the Ràmàyaõa, and the 
Jātakas the word gaõikà is used to denote a person of high esteem. In Kauñilya‘s Artha÷àstra 
(Artha÷àstra) the word gaõikà is used of prostitutes who are employed as government servants 
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and who receive payment for their services from the king‘s treasury. According to the same 
source, the råpàjãvà, on the contrary, had to pay a monthly tax to the government from her 
earnings. Further, the gaõikà, like the daughters of the king and the king‘s high officials, was 
expected to master the sixty-four arts, which include singing, dancing, cooking, gambling, 
architecture, grammar, the science of strategy, and lovemaking.
14
 In chapter VI in the DKC 
we are explicitly told that the young courtesan Chandrasenà is brought up together with a 
princess in the king‘s harem, and that the courtesan‘s mother and the queen met for 
conversations. It is obvious from the text that all of the courtesans depicted in the DKC are of 
the highest rank of courtesans.  
According to these sources, the courtesan was a highly educated and respected 
woman. At the same time, being a prostitute, her sexuality was ―non-marital and non-
procreative, and hence dangerous.‖15  
 
1.2 Patriarchy  the overarching social system 
The study of the concept of femaleness must be done within the context of the dominating 
patriarchy in which these concepts are formed and maintained. The patriarchal social order 
tends to place men on top of the social hierarchy while women are placed at the bottom.  
In ancient India, however, where the class distinguishing system of varõa (colour) prevailed, 
social standing was probably more complex. The varõas consisted of four classes, with the 
bràhmaõa (priest) highest in the hierarchy followed by the kùatriya (warrior), the vai÷ya 
(peasant), and at the bottom the ÷ådra (servant). 
 How do women fit into this hierarchy? Is it reasonable to believe that a bràhmanã 
(Brahmin woman) was placed lower in the social hierarchy than a ÷ådra? It is difficult to 
make a firm statement about this problem, but according to early law books, the price set 
upon a woman‘s life, regardless of her class, was equal to that of a ÷ådra (male).16 Further, 
The Law Code of Manu states that killing a woman, whether she is a ÷ådra, a vai÷ya, or a 
kùatriya, is a secondary sin on the same level as stealing grains and base metals. Likewise, the 
punishment for killing an unchaste woman belonging to any of the four classes was to give a 
leather bag, a bow, a goat, and a sheep, respectively. For comparison, the punishment for 
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killing a ÷ådra was to perform strict observance for six months, or to give ten white cows and 
a bull to a bràhmaõa.
17
 The law books thus indicate that a woman, regardless of her class, 
tends to be regarded in general even lower that a ÷ådra (male). 
Likewise, in the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Kçsna instructs Arjuna in the Royal Science: 
màü hi pàrtha vyapà÷ritya ye’pi syuþ pàpayonayaþ | striyo vai÷yàstathà ÷ådràste’pi yànti 
paràü gatim, ―For even those of lowly origin, son of Pritha, such as women, traders, 
peasants, and servants, reach the highest state when they take refuge in me.‖18 This verse 
places women, regardless of their caste affiliation, on a level with ÷ådras. What is strange in 
this verse is that vai÷yas are listed among people of low origin. The vai÷ya caste is, according 
to The Law Code of Manu, regarded as one of the upper classes and entitled to Vedic studies 
(see below). 
Patriarchy can be defined as the social arrangement where men possess structural 
power by monopolising positions of high status in important social, economical, legal, and 
religious institutions.
19
 Judging from The Law Code of Manu, in the ancient Indian society 
this monopolising was sanctioned by the upanayana or initiation rites by which a boy became 
a full member of his class and of society. During the upanayana ceremony, the boy was 
invested with the sacred thread, symbolising his second or spiritual birth, which qualified him 
to learn the Vedas by heart. The initiation was confined to boys of the three upper classes, 
while ÷ådras and women were excluded from Vedic studies. The Law Code of Manu states 
that a man ―is equal to a øådra until he is born from the Veda.‖20 Being excluded from 
initiation into Vedic knowledge, women are implicitly placed on a level with the servant 
class. The importance of Vedic studies is confirmed in the Bhagavad Gita, where Lord Kçsna 
lists Vedic studies among the qualities of those born to divine fortune.
21
 The Law Code of 
Manu further states that: ―67For females…the marriage ceremony equals the rite of Vedic 
consecration; serving the husband equals living with the teacher; and care of the house equals 
the tending of the sacred fires.‖22 Again, the emphasis on service links women as a group to 
the lowest of the four classes. 
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 The terms denoting the nine types of prostitutes listed in the Kāmasåtra are all 
gendered or gender-specific. There are no references to male prostitution, either in the 
Kāmasåtra or in any of the other sources referred to in this thesis. It is interesting that a word 
like ÷ilpakàrikà is used to denote a prostitute. In Monier-Williams dictionary this word is 
translated as ―a female artisan‖23 only; no secondary meaning pertaining to prostitution is 
added. In Chakladar‘s studies in the Kāmasåtra, ÷ilpakàrikà is translated as ―a woman 
practising the arts‖.24  K.R. Iyengar, however, in his translation of the Kāmasåtra states that a 
÷ilpakàrikà is a woman who apparently is engaged in some handicraft, but secretly engages in 
prostitution.
25
 The fact that craftsmen (and women) belonged to the ÷ådra class may explain 
why women workers were included in the list of categories of prostitutes. Shah argues that 
this certainly ―reinforce the view that under patriarchy, in historical time, it was not possible 
for women to enter any profession or work for wages and thereby earn a livelihood, and at the 
same time maintain the integrity of her body‖.26 It might be argued that this is an 
overstatement as Artha÷āstra mentions work available to women in the manufacture of 
textiles. Women, particularly those without support, as widows, crippled women, girls, ascetic 
women, devadàsãs who no longer attended the temples for service, and old or ill prostitutes 
could earn a modest salary from spinning yarn from wool, bark-fibre, cotton, hemp and flax in 
the king‘s factories. Women from respectable families, however, were allowed to spin in their 
homes.
27
 The connection between women who left the house on their own, thus being outside 
the control of male relatives, and disreputableness seems obvious.  
 
1.3 A feminist approach 
My objective is to shed light on the question of why women are extolled and despised, loved 
and feared, and what kind of mechanisms patriarchy used to deal with this duality in ancient 
times. I will start by exploring how female nature is understood and expressed in The Law 
Code of Manu, which provides laws, rules, and codes of conduct applicable to all people, as 
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well as communities and nations. As a normative text, The Law Code of Manu also sets up 
rules for female behaviour and for how women are to be perceived and treated.  
 Next, I will look closely at the wife/courtesan dichotomy. First, I will look at the 
position of the wife: the pure, uneducated, and sexually controlled woman. How is she 
supposed to behave according to The Law Code of Manu and to Kàmasåtra, the text on erotic 
love? How is she protected according to Artha÷āstra, the text on policy? Moreover, what is 
her option of power over her life? Then, I will inquire into the status of the courtesan: the 
attractive, educated, and sexually promiscuous woman. How is she conceived and how is her 
life regulated according to the sources mentioned above, and to what extent is she in control 
of her own life and her sexuality? These questions will be discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 
5.  
For the analysis of the dual concept of femaleness, my point of departure is the DKC, 
which I have chosen to read as a novel that mirrors the society at the time of the author: 
around the sixth century AD. Elliot Oring claims that a story, whether it is a myth, legend, or 
a tale, always reflects both the narrator and the values and attitudes of his surroundings. A tale 
is in a way ―a stage upon which active sociocultural forces are externalized, examined, 
manipulated, and played out.‖28 The grounds for this claim are that narrations are performed 
in specific social contexts and depend on a certain measure of community acceptance. 
 The view that the DKC can be taken as a source of socio-historical knowledge is 
supported by both N. Q. Pankaj and Daud Ali (see chap. 2.4). Although one can never know 
how an historical text originally appeared to its contemporaries, it is commonly believed that 
the novel was written for entertainment at the king‘s court and therefore employs 
exaggeration and parody to amuse and surprise. Nevertheless, it portrays people from all 
classes in a realistic way, as both rulers and common people display good qualities as well as 
human failings.  
The analysis is based on 65 sentences picked from the text, which in one way or the 
other can be interpreted as carrying information about female nature, the wife, and the 
courtesan. Are the women portrayed in the novel conforming to the role models provided for 
them or not? If they do, how is that shown? And if not, in what way do they deviate from the 
norms and how should that be interpreted? 
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A feminist approach to the study of femaleness is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, 
because it will reveal information about women‘s lives from a female perspective, and 
secondly, because male texts may attribute to women points of view that primarily serve male 
goals. My analysis will show whether the subordination of women‘s interests to those of men, 
so obviously promoted in The Law Code of Manu, also pervades the DKC. In the patriarchal 
society of ancient India, men generally had considerable power over women. In The History 
of Sexuality, the French philosopher Michel Foucault discusses the connection between 
gender and power. He argues that where there is power, there will also be resistance. The 
resistance may not be a verbalised protest against what is perceived as power or dominance; it 
may well be a subtle and disguised way of manipulating events to one‘s own benefit.29 In the 
DKC there are several instances where women find ways to communicate their feelings with 
clever and covert gestures, and thereby incite men to take the necessary actions to fulfil their 
desires. I believe that the DKC contains more information on how women adapt to, and take 
advantage of the prevailing social system than what can be perceived by a superficial reading 
of the text. I hope my analysis will show that this is the case.  
Finally, gender roles and women‘s subordinate positions are often sanctioned in 
religion, as the salvation and happiness of women are dependent on their virtues and chastity 
as wives, daughters, and widows.
30
 The premises that underlie the idealisation of women, as is 
the case with the pativratà, always advance male interest. When analysing the rules and 
regulations concerning women, I will be sensitive to whom these prescriptions benefit. 
 
1.4 Method  
1.4.1 Understanding the text 
An object of interest can be interpreted in a variety of ways. Hermeneutic thinkers, such as 
Hans-Georg Gadamer, argue that there is no single way to interpret a text. Gadamer holds that 
all kinds of understanding are prejudicial; we always interpret and make judgments on the 
basis of what we already know. 
31
 Interpretation makes use of values and notions that are 
personal and cultural, and interpreters with different backgrounds, knowledge and motivations 
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will thus read different meanings into the same text. Therefore, an unlimited number of 
equally valid interpretations are possible.  
Critical pluralism is opposed by critical monism, which holds that there is ideally only 
one correct interpretation of a given text. Vandevelde argues that these two positions do not 
represent a dichotomy; on the contrary they address two different aspects of interpretation. He 
calls these two aspects ―event‖ and ―act‖.  ―Event‖ he explains as the tradition in which the 
interpretation takes place, a tradition that is influenced by concepts, values, and habits. ―Act‖, 
on the other hand, is the act of consciousness: the interpreter‘s commitment to the truth of the 
text, his or her truthfulness, and rightness of what is said. If prompted, the interpreter must be 
ready to defend his or her interpretation.
32
 
Being a woman, and brought up and educated in the West, I must be aware of my own 
prejudices. In ancient India, polygamy among royals and people of the upper varõas was 
common, courtesans were a natural part of the royal court, marriages were contracted by the 
head of the family, and male supremacy was generally not questioned. As hermeneutics strive 
to understand what is said by looking at the context in which it is said, I am particularly aware 
of avoiding anachronism. While taking a feminist approach, I will strive not to read 
egalitarian ideas into utterances made by women. I will, however, be sensitive to women‘s 
voices, and try to extract as much information about female situations as possible. When 
studying the DKC, which to a large extent describes city life and the adventures and 
circumstances of royals and people connected to the court, I am aware that my conclusions 
must be limited to this social stratum of society.  
 
1.4.2 Problems in interpretation 
One thing to consider when analyzing elements of an ancient book is intention. What was 
Daõóin‘s intention when he wrote the DKC? Or more specifically, what was his intention 
with the way he presents the different characters in the book? As a court poet, most certainly 
one of his intentions must have been to entertain the king and his court. But he could have had 
other intentions as well. Did he write the different stories to inform the king about life and 
attitudes on all levels of his kingdom, or was his aim to warn him against the clever and 
calculating behaviour of those close to him?  Robert DeCaroli interprets Daõóin‘s intention, 
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when he was writing the Vi÷ruta tale, as a warning against neglecting the study of political 
science (see chap. 2.4.3). 
Different theorists have conceptualized the author‘s intention in different ways. E. D. 
Hirsch holds that the verbal meaning of a text corresponds with the author‘s intention. 33  
Roland Barthes disagrees with the notion of an author‘s authoritative voice that speaks over 
and above the text, and which guides the interpretation of what the text says. He sees the 
relationship between the author and the text as the relationship between a father and his child; 
the author exists before the text, and he nourishes the text. Barthes introduces the term 
―scriptor‖, which is a co-creator and born at the same time as the text. The scriptor is ―what a 
reader configures when reading‖34; it is a mixture between writer and reader in the sense that 
it combines the pre-existing text in new ways. Thus, according to Barthes, ―a text‘s unity lies 
not in its origin but in its destination‖35, and ―the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the 
death of the Author.‖36  Michel Foucault, taking the same position as Barthes on the author‘s 
authority, clarifies that the notion of author depends on culture and period: 
 
The author does not precede the works; he is a certain functional principle by which, in our culture, one 
limits, excludes, and chooses; in short, by which one impedes the free circulation, the free manipulation, 
the free composition, decomposition, and recomposition [sic] of fiction.
37
  
 
In this way, a text speaks differently to different readers, depending on time and cultural 
background. My analysis of the text is not so much concerned with Daõdin‘s intention, as 
with what he actually reveals about his contemporary society. What kind of information can 
be drawn explicitly from the text, and what is given implicitly? What is confirmed by other 
sources and what is not?  
 
1.4.3 Analysing the text 
In the investigation of the text, I will apply elements taken both from structuralism and from 
the method of narrative analysis. The structural analysis starts with focusing on a limited 
number of elements of the text, and based on these elements I hope to be able to see a 
structure that can yield information about the phenomena I am interested in: the dual concept 
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of femaleness. My analysis is based on 65 sentences, which are sorted according to theme: 
female nature, the wife and the courtesan. A list of the sentences in chronological order is 
provided as an appendix. By dividing the sentences in this way motives and patterns become 
clear, and it is easier to see the underlying tendencies in the text. 
 Many of the sentences I have chosen for the analysis contain utterances made by 
different characters. Mieke Bal defines characters as anthropomorphic figures with distinctive 
characteristics resembling real people.
38
 She argues that the classical distinction between 
round and flat characters is applicable only to psychological narratives. Other genres, such as 
fairy tales and other fictions, which mock such categories, are thus excluded from 
categorisation such as this because all their characters are ―flat‖. This is also the case with the 
DKC. Many the characters in the book seem to be rather stereotyped figures. ―The clever 
courtesan‖, ―the faithful wife‖, ―the brave hero‖ and ―the austere ascetic‖ are all examples of 
characters that conform to a standard and are thus considered predictable in behaviour and 
attributes. These characters normally behave according to conventions, but as we will see, 
sometimes they do not. I will argue that in both cases the characters may give information that 
is valuable for my analysis. When they behave as expected, they confirm attitudes and 
conditions for which one blames the patriarchal society, and when they behave in ways that 
deviate from the norm they may unfold new perspectives. 
 In addition, Sanskrit narrative literature tends to construct complex archetypes. In 
contrast to a stereotype, which denotes a standardisation, the significance of an archetype lies 
in symbolisation. Two main archetypes which will be explored in my analysis are the 
courtesan and the wife.     
 Another element in my analysis is that of focalization. Bal defines focalization as the 
relation between the vision, or the one who sees, and that which is seen.
39
 Whenever events 
are presented, they are inevitably presented from a certain angle, or vision. The focalizor is 
thus the point from which the elements in the text are seen. Since the focalizor often is one of 
the characters that participate in the tale, the vision might be limited and one-sided. The 
analysis must thus take into account who the focalizor is, because the image the focalizor 
gives of the focalized object is determined by the focalizor, and may thus have a strongly 
manipulative effect. On the other hand, the way the focalizor presents an object also gives 
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information about the focalizor itself. Focalization may also be external, and thus appear to be 
more objective than what is the case with a characterbound focalizor. A hermeneutic approach 
is valuable here. In cases where visions are presented by an external focalizor, it is important 
to recognise that there is no such thing as objectivity.  
    
2 The Da÷akumàracarita 
2.1 Daõóin  the Court Poet 
Daõóin is believed to have lived in the late 6
th
 and early 7
th
 centuries. He is said to have been 
orphaned when still a boy, and he was driven into exile when his hometown was besieged by 
enemies. After wandering from place to place for twelve years, he returned to Kà¤chã, when 
peace was restored.
40
 There he flourished as a court poet of the Pallava kings. Kale argues that 
from the reading of his works, Daõóin almost certainly was a dàkùiõàtya (coming from the 
south or Deccan) probably from the Vidarbha country. This statement is backed up by the 
story of Gominī, in the chapter about Mitragupta‘s adventures. According to Kale, the very 
detailed descriptions of economic housekeeping in this story, which can be found in South 
India even today, could only have been written by someone thoroughly familiar with the 
habits of people in this area. Daõóin‘s realistic and intimate descriptions of royal palaces, 
wealthy courtesans, and worldly pleasure, indicates that he must have lived in prosperous 
circumstances. Further, his description of gambling, thieves, murder, abduction, illicit love, 
and dangerous journeys, show that he also had knowledge of life‘s darker sides. From the 
detailed references to the science of politics and the many erotic hints and details, it seems 
obvious that Daõóin was well read in both Kauñilya‘s Artha÷āstra and the Kāmasåtra of 
Vatsyāyana.41  
Other works ascribed to Daõóin are Kāvyādar÷a, a manual of Sanskrit poetic theory, 
defining the ideals of style and sentiment to each genre of kāvya (courtly poetry), and the 
fragmentary romance Avantisundarīkathā.42  
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2.2 The kāvya genre 
Kāvya is an ornate and highly artificial literary style used in court poetry. The many textbooks 
on the techniques of poetry, among them Daõóin‘s Kāvyādar÷a, usually describe the purpose 
of poetry as emotive. The aesthetic sensation experienced by the listener should rise from 
eight basic rasas (flavours): ÷çïgàra (love), vīrya (courage), bībhatsa (loathing), raudra 
(anger), hàsya (mirth), bhayànaka (terror), karuõa (pity), and adbhuta (surprise). Every poem 
should contain at least one of these rasas.  
Words have their primary meaning, or denotations, and their undertones, or 
connotations. A skilled poet would choose words to imply meaning far beyond the bare 
meaning of the words, and would thus be able to induce a range of emotions in just a few 
lines. In addition, the poet had to master alaükàra (ornamentation), including the simile, 
metaphor, punning, alliteration, and generalization. The extraordinary number of synonyms 
and homonyms in Sanskrit, in addition to numerous stock epithets, like acala (immovable) for 
mountain and abalā (―weakling‖) for woman enabled the poet to produce florid and elaborate 
poems. More often than not, the kāvya also employed varied and complicated meters.43  
Daõóin displays his mastery of the kāvya style in the ornate, imaginative and amusing 
Daśakumāracarita, which contains all of the eight rasas, is rich in double meaning and stock 
epithets, and packed with all the different elements of alaükàra. As an example of his 
abilities, in the narrative of Mantragupta, who has injured his lips by excessive kissing, 
Daõóin produces a sthànaniyama (lipogram) that requires the exclusion of one or more letters 
of the alphabet, in this case the labials m, p, and b.
44
 This is a true tour de force. 
 
2.3 The tale 
The Daśakumāracarita is a collection of exciting stories, held together by the framework of a 
boxing narrative. Onians compares the text to the modern genre known as Bildungsroman, or 
a novel of formation.
45
 In such a genre, the author usually presents the moral and social 
shaping of a young protagonist. The text can also be compared to a picaresque novel, which is 
a story of a likeable, witty, but dishonest hero who moves about without destination and has a 
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great many exciting adventures.
46
  It has been described as ―a prose romance with a blending 
of an àkhyàyikà and a katha [sic]‖47, a notion to which Daõóin himself probably would object. 
In his Kāvyādar÷a he holds that kāvya and àkhyàyikà (a short narrative) are indistinguishable, 
and ―but two names for the same species of composition”.48   
The plot is this: King Ràjahaüsa has lost his kingdom in battle with enemies, and lives 
in exile in the jungle together with his queen and his court. Here his son Ràjavàhana is born. 
A sage has predicted that in the future the prince will win back the kingdom that his father has 
lost. The prince is brought up together with nine other boys, five of them foundlings. When 
the boys come of age they are sent out to conquer the world. Shortly after the onset of their 
journey, they are separated, and the ten youngsters wander off, one by one, in various 
directions. By employing their great skills, gained from broad education and training, they 
succeed in their mission to restore the lost kingdom. In the course of their wanderings, each of 
the ten youths meets with great challenges, encounters numerous kings, falls in love with 
princesses and courtesans, marries and finally gains royal status. When they finally reunite, 
each young man narrates his own adventures. The tale is humorous, sometimes amoral, and 
rich in the details of social life on all levels. A more detailed summary of the plot is supplied 
as an appendix. 
  
2.4 Former studies of the text  
Our understanding of a text is to a great extent influenced by earlier interpretations and the 
scholarship that has developed around that text.
49
 Discussions and debates on earlier works 
accumulate to become part of our tradition that, according to Gadamer, constitutes the 
background for our engagement with the text.
50
  
 
2.4.1 Da÷akumàracarita – a cultural study 
N. Q. Pankaj studied the Da÷akumàracarita in order to extract knowledge of the traditional 
culture of ancient India. She interprets the text to reflect the realities of society at the time 
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when Daõóin‘s wrote the tale. Even though critics argue that Daõóin exaggerated aspects of 
political, religious, and social life, Pankaj holds that Daõóin‘s realistic approach to people and 
events reflects the general trends of contemporary society. My approach to the text is based 
on the same assumption. What is important, though, is to distinguish between when Daõóin 
employs literary conventions in his writing and when he describes people and situations as 
they really are. 
Pankaj presents various aspects of Daõóin‘s observations ranging from geographical 
data, policy and governance, art and architecture, religion and philosophy, to social and 
economic life.
51
  
 
2.4.2 The Da÷akumàracarita as an informant on courtly culture 
Daud Ali, who has studied courtly culture and political life in early medieval India, refers to 
the DKC as confirming the customary courtesies between people of rank. Like Pankaj, he sees 
the text as giving reliable information about customs and attitudes during the time of Daõóin. 
Among other points, he refers to the episode where princess Avantisundarã meets Ràjavàhana, 
disguised as a Brahmin. The princess offers him a seat and honours him, while her attendants 
present him various gifts, such as flowers and perfume. This custom of honouring a guest is 
also found in other sources.  
He states further that gestures of greeting, like the one with folded hands pressed to 
touch the head, found in other sources as the Harùacarita, are confirmed in the DKC.  
 Ali argues that people who participated in the detailed rituals of courtship understood 
the outward signs of attraction and repulsion. In the DKC, princess Avantisundarã‘s female 
companion, Bàlachandrikà, notices at once the mutual attraction between Avantisundarã and 
Ràjavàhana due to her bhàvaviveka (discrimination of dispositions), which made clear to her 
what was on the mind of the couple. 
 The court was known as a social relationship of men of taste, but also as a place of 
pretence and deception. Ali states that many medieval sayings deemed the courtly relationship 
between the lord and the dependant as one of deceit. In the DKC chapter VIII, the king‘s 
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servant Vihàrabhadra advises the king against the science of politics as it is a deception and 
not to be trusted. 
52
  
 
2.4.3 The Da÷akumàracarita‘s implications for the Vàkàñaka and Pallava Courts 
It has been debated whether the Da÷akumàracarita may contain a reliable record of the events 
surrounding the creation of the Ajanta caves in Mahàràùñra. Robert DeCaroli holds that there 
are social, political and literary evidence that support this view and he argues that the Vi÷ruta 
tale contains reliable historical information about the fall of the Vàkàñaka dynasty. DeCaroli 
interprets this tale as containing a metaphor for the people and events of the Pallava court. He 
argues that for this metaphor to be effective, it must contain names known to be historically 
correct from the 5
th
 century Vàkàñaka inscriptions. Daõóin, who himself had experienced the 
traumas of war, wanted to use this tale to caution the young Pallava king Narasi§havarman II 
against self-complacency. DeCaroli emphasises that a large portion of the Vi÷ruta tale is 
engaged in the minister Vasurakùita‘s instructive lecturing of the young king Anantavarman, 
who has neglected the study of political science.
53
   
 
2.5 Intertextuality 
Classical Sanskrit narratives display a high level of intertextuality. A text will inevitably 
relate to other texts as long as they all draw on the same sources, be it the great Indian epics, 
the Mahàbhàrata and the Ràmàyana, or other commonly known sources.  Moreover, in the 
DKC there are slight borrowings from earlier works. In Rājavāhana‘s story 
(da÷akumàracarita54, chap. I), an apsaras (divine nymph) mentions the vidyàdhara 
Vīra÷ekhara, son of Mānasavega. She is alluding to a story in both the Kathāsaritsāgara and 
Bçhatkathā, where Naravāhanadatta kills the vidyàdhara Mānasavega for having seduced his 
wife.
55
 
The device of proving Nitambavatã a ÷àkinã (female demon) and getting her thrown 
out of her house, seems to have been taken from the Vetàlapa¤caviü÷ati in the Bçhatkathà. 
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Here prince Vajramukuña‘s friend, Buddhi÷arãra, uses this kind of device to bring the prince 
and his beloved Padmavatã together.
56
 The difference is that in the Vetàlapa¤caviü÷ati 
Padmavatã loves the prince, while Nitambavatã is framed by a scoundrel who is in love with 
her. 
The story of Marãci and Kàmama¤jarã in Apahàravarman‘s story (DKC, chap. VI) is 
an example of a common theme in Sanskrit literature: the seduction of the ascetic. The belief 
that irresistible power is produced by perfect asceticism, which includes sexual continence, is 
frequently found in Sanskrit texts. The ascetic, by observing chastity, is believed to 
accumulate the sexual power and thus become a reservoir of greatly valuable energy, which 
can be discharged in times of need.
57
 The power accumulated in the ascetic can be so 
powerful that it even threatens to dethrone the gods. To prevent this from happening, Indra 
was known to send heavenly apsaràses (a class of female divinities, sometimes called 
nymphs) down to seduce the ascetic, and almost always the ascetic is fired with passion and 
forgets his chastity. A well-known tale containing this theme is the tale of èùya÷çïga, which 
occurs in manifold variations: in the epics Mahābhārata and Rāmāyaõa, in the Padma and 
Skandapurāõa, in the Alambusā Jātaka, the Naëinikā Jātaka, and in the Nalinã Jātaka in 
Mahāvastu. èùya÷çïga, who lives in a hermitage together with his father, has never seen a 
woman. Because of his chastity, he accumulates so much power that he finally blocks Indra‘s 
ability to send rain. After a long period of drought, he is seduced by a courtesan or a princess, 
and as soon as he breaks his chastity, it starts to rain.
58
 In the DKC Daõóin employs this 
theme in a different way. The temptress is not sent by Indra to block the ascetic‘s supernatural 
powers; she comes of her own will to win a bet with another courtesan on whether she is 
clever enough to conquer the great sage. However, the consequence is the same; the ascetic 
loses his powers.  
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3 Female nature 
3.1 Patriarchy – the defining authority 
As earlier mentioned, the concept of femaleness is closely linked with patriarchy.  Since 
ancient times the patriarchally organized society has defined women‘s place in society, their 
access to education, and their power to control their own lives. Religious texts and treatises on 
law, written and commented on by men, have had a wide and defining effect on social 
relations and the lives and conduct of women. In Vedic times, the general position of women 
would seem to be more satisfactory than what is later found to be the case. In the course of 
time, society became increasingly more rigid, and from about 500 BC, women‘s life became 
more restricted and homebound.
59
 This is confirmed by Altekar. Up to about 200 BC, both 
girls and boys underwent the upanayana rite, which initiated them into Vedic studies, a 
prerequisite for religious status. As we have seen, The Law Code of Manu, composed about 
200 BC, put an end to this practice, and thereby denied girls access to Vedic knowledge.  
What further restricted women was the lowering of the marriage age. In the Vedic age 
girls married when they were sixteen or seventeen years old, but at about 500 BC, they were 
commonly married soon after they reached puberty.
60
 The Yàj¤avalkya smçti, written in the 
early first millennium AD, even condemns the guardian who fails to marry a girl before she 
reached puberty.
61
 This view seems to be in accordance with The Law Code of Manu: 
―88When there is a suitor who is eminent, handsome and of equal status, one should give the 
girl to him according to the rules, even if she has not attained the proper age‖.62 Olivelle states 
that most commentators on this verse take the proper age to mean that the girl has not reached 
the minimum age of eight years. He opposes this view and takes the proper age to be when the 
girl has reached puberty. However, that a girl might be married off when she was only eight 
years old is confirmed by a following verse: ―94A 30-year-old man should marry a charming 
girl of 12 years, or an 18-year-old, a girl of 8 yearsÞsooner, if his fulfilling the Law would 
suffer‖.63 According to this verse, the husband might be nearly three times the age of the wife 
at the time of marriage. 
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At the time when the DKC was written, the marriage age for girls was approximately 
twelve. This is confirmed by the text: Ma¤juvàdinã is about thirteen years old when she 
marries Vi÷ruta, while Maõikarõikà is only twelve years old when she is married to 
Arthapàla.
64
    
 I will now look more closely into the text of the DKC to see what it reveals on 
women‘s nature. The 65 sentences that I have picked for my analysis are translated to reveal 
the meaning of the sentences, not to give a literal translation. I have, however, translated the 
sentences word-for-word and compared my translation with those of Kale and Onians. The 
notes in brackets under the Sanskrit text give reference to the sentence‘s place in the text: 
section, chapter (chap.), line, and page (p.).
65
 In this way, a sentence marked (pårvapãñhikà, 
chap. I, line 4, p. 2) is taken from the first section of the book, chapter 1, line 4 on page 2. The 
pårvapãñhikà (beginning), which contains the first five chapters of the book, and uttarapãñhikà 
(conclusion) are the paraphrased missing sections of Daõdin‘s original work. The 
Da÷akumàracarita is Daõdin‘s own work, and consists of eight chapters. 
 
3.2 Women linked to nature 
As argued in the opening of this thesis, women can be perceived as more nature-related, or 
less cultured, than men. Ortner has elaborated on this idea and argues that every culture 
attempts to rise above and assert control over nature. This is done by means of thought and 
technology, and may take the form of ritual actions. In rituals, notions of purity and impurity 
are often central, and often these notions have to do with the relationship between culture and 
nature. Ortner states that it all begins with the body. The female body and its functions are 
more involved in reproduction than those of men. Menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and 
nursing link a woman more closely to the renewing processes of nature, and thus ―her 
animality is more manifest‖.66 In addition, women are in general physically weaker that men, 
a fact that is reflected in a word denoting women: abalà (weak). It is women‘s physical 
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functions that motivate the view that she is closer to nature than men; a woman creates 
naturally from her own body, while men have to create artificially through cultural means.
67
  
It is a woman‘s bodily functions which make her fertile and able to bestow children, 
that put her in a state of impurity. This state of impurity may also be contagious. The Law 
Code of Manu confirms this notion, and states: ―239A Càõóàla, a pig, a cock, a dog, a 
menstruating woman, or a eunuch must not look at the Brahmins while they are eating‖.68 
Furthermore ―85When someone touches a Divàkãrti [probably a Càõóàla], a menstruating 
woman, an outcast, a woman who have given birth, or a corpseÞas also a person who has 
touched any of theseÞhe is purified by bathing‖.69  
The connection between women and nature can be seen several places in the DKC, 
particularly with regard to the king‘s consort.  
  
1 
 svarloka÷ikharoruruciraratnaratnàkaravelàmekhalàvalayitadharaõãramaõãsaubhàgya 
bhogabhàgyavàn 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. I, lines 4-6, p. 2) 
 
His (the king‘s) was the good fortune to enjoy the beautiful young woman in the form 
of the earth, with the girdle in the form of the border of the ocean, which contains 
gems as large and beautiful as those on the peak of mount Meru. 
 
The king‘s dominion over the land is compared to his dominion over his beloved. The 
comparison of the earth with a beautiful young woman implies that the land is fresh and 
fertile, and able to yield harvest, in the same way as a young woman is able to bestow 
children. 
The king‘s ownership of land is contested by the Law Code of Manu, which states: 
―44Even as those who know the past regard this earth as the wife of Pçthu, so they say that a 
field belongs to the man who cleared the stumps and the deer to the man who owns the 
arrow.‖70 This verse must be seen in connection with the one that it immediately follows: 
―43When someone shoots an arrow at the vitals of an animal that has already been pierced, his 
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arrow is wasted; in like manner a seed is wasted when discharged in someone else‘s wife.‖71 
Olivelle explains that these verses reinforce the notion that a virgin is the possession of the 
man who first deflowers her, implicitly understood to be her husband. He states that, ―this is 
true with a virgin field as with a virgin girl‖.72 Therefore, since Pçthu, the first king, cultivated 
the entire earth and took possession of it, no later king could claim it. Here too we see the link 
between woman and nature.  
 
2 
 tasya vasumatã nàma sumatã lãlàvatãkula÷ekharamaõã ramaõã babhåva 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. I, line 8-9, p. 2) 
 
His queen was Vasumatã, ―The wealthy one‖ or ―The Earth,‖ wise and the crest jewel 
of the whole class of graceful women.  
 
The queen‘s name, Vasumatã, is one of the epithets depicting the earth. This is another 
example of the association of women with nature. Further, Vasumatã‘s face is described as the 
moon, her arms as two lotus shoots, and her thighs as two plantain trunks.   
 
3.3 Women‘s character 
This is what The Law Code of Manu say about women‘s character: 
 
14
They pay no attention to beauty, they pay no heed to age; whether he is handsome or ugly, they make 
love to him with the single thought, ―He‘s a man!‖ 15 Lechery, fickleness of mind, and hard-heartedness 
are innate in them; even when they are carefully guarded in this world, therefore, they become hostile 
towards their husbands. 
16
 Recognizing thus the nature produced in them at creation by Prajàpati, a man 
should make the utmost effort at guarding them. 
17
Bed, seat, ornaments, lust, hatred, behaviour 
unworthy of an ârya, malice, and bad conductÞManu assigned these to women.
73
  
 
What The Law Code of Manu explicitly states in these verses is that Prajàpati, or The 
Lord of Creatures, has created women‘s nature this way. These are women‘s innate qualities, 
and the reason why men must be on guard. Concerning adultery, the Kàmasåtra offers a more 
moderate and egalitarian view: ―8Gonikaputra says: ‗A woman desires any attractive man she 
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sees, and, in the same way, a man desires a woman. But, after some consideration, the matter 
goes no farther‘ ‖.74 There are, however, remedies to these unwanted qualities that will be 
explored in chapter 4.   
 
49 
kiü kråraü strãhçdayaü 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 16, p. 156) 
 
What is cruel? The heart of a woman. 
 
The question was posed by a Brahmin demon that was threatening to eat Mitragupta. 
Mitragupta‘s answer is entirely in accordance with the verses from The Law Code of Manu 
cited above; women are cruel by their very nature. It must be noted, though, that Mitragupta is 
under the threat of being eaten and has to give an answer of which the demon will approve. 
The fact that the demon approves his answer indicates that the notion of woman‘s nature is 
valid both in the human and the demon realms.    
 
51  
bhartsità’pi tena balàtkàramarãramat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 3, p. 158) 
 
Although he repulsed her, she forcefully had her way (took her pleasure with him). 
 
Mitragupta elaborated on female nature by relating the story about Dhåminã, who after 
having been rescued from death by her husband, tries to kill him and forces herself on a 
crippled man. Dhåminã exemplifies many of the qualities stated above; she is lewd, hard-
hearted and hostile toward her own husband. She disregards that the stranger‘s hands, feet, 
ears and nose are amputated, when she commits adultery with him. She is unrestrained and 
indiscriminating in her sexual activity, and she is hard-hearted in that she tries to kill her 
husband. The story of Dhåminã may also serve as a warning to men against the possible 
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consequences of neglecting the control of one‘s wife. Dhåminã‘s husband left her unguarded 
with the crippled man while he went out to hunt for food. Although narrated by Mitragupta, 
the focalization in this story is external. This gives an impression of objectivity in the 
description of Dhåminã‘s nature and adds to the feeling that the story actually describes how 
amoral women might be.  
 
   52 
 taü ca vikalaü skandhenoduhya de÷àdde÷àntaraü paribhramantã pativratàpratãtiü 
lebhe bahuvidhà÷ca påjàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 6-7, p. 158) 
 
Then carrying the cripple on her shoulders and wandering from place to place, she 
(Dhåminã) acquired a reputation as a pativratà (devoted and virtuous wife) and was 
worshipped in many ways.   
 
Not only is Dhåminã hard-hearted and lustful, she is also cunning. She has feigned 
being a virtuous wife, and has falsely received admiration and devotion. A pativratà is the 
epitome of a perfect wife, who by her unconditional love for and service to her husband has 
reached a high spiritual state. This is in line with The Law Code of Manu, cited above in 
chapter 1.2, which states that serving the husband is to a woman as serving the guru is to a 
man. 
In the Mahàbhàrata, Màrkaõóeya explains the glory of a pativratà to king Yudhiùñhira. 
Màrkaõóeya affirms that a faithful wife: ―attains heaven by the obedience she brings to her 
husband.‖75 He relates a story about a pativratà who had obtained extrasensory perception by 
worshipping her husband as her deity and obeying him without discrimination. Myths such as 
this, probably well known to most people, contribute to the high esteem in which a virtuous 
wife is held.  
However, in the end Dhåminã is exposed and punished. The king had her face 
disfigured and made her an outcast. The cripple she had been carrying around, on the other 
hand, is not held responsible for any misdeeds. Why had he not protested when Dhåminã 
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undeservingly was admired and worshipped? That he had the power of speech is obvious 
from the fact that he revealed all the wickedness of Dhåminã when he was requested to. He is 
on the contrary characterised as a noble-minded man. Could the reason be that because he had 
benefitted from being carried and feed, he had taken advantage of her and suppressed his 
nobleness? Or, was he simply so dependent on her that he first revealed her wickedness when 
he felt safe and protected by someone else.  
 
43 
 durabhirakùatayà tu duhitéõàü mukta÷ai÷avànàü vi÷eùata÷càmàtçkàõàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. V, lines 14-15, p. 146) 
 
It is difficult to control daughters who have passed childhood, and especially those that 
have no mother. 
 
A Brahmin is asking the king to look after his alleged daughter while he summons her 
betrothed. He explicitly states that young daughters are hard to control. The same concern is 
expressed in the story of Arthapàla. Here the motherless princess Maõikarõikà is placed in an 
underground palace together with a large group of other woman in order to protect her from 
being corrupted by men. 
As women are thought to be naturally libidinous, it is important to prevent a girl from 
finding a lover when she has passed puberty. If a girl lost her virginity it would be difficult, if 
not impossible, to get a husband for her. Without a husband, few choices were left to her. 
Whether she was to live as an unmarried woman with her parents, or be dismissed from her 
home to become a beggar or a prostitute, her parents would be disgraced.
76
 As noted earlier, 
the Artha÷āstra offers another option for a woman without support: work in the king‘s factory. 
Such an occupation afforded a single woman a small income, but may prove harmful to her 
reputation since she normally would need to leave her house. 
 Consequently, strict control to prevent a girl from losing her virginity was 
recommended.  The Law Code of Manu, which acknowledged the difficult task of controlling 
women, states: ―12When they are kept confined within the house by trusted men, they are not 
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truly guarded; only when they guard themselves by themselves are they truly well guarded.‖77 
A girl without a mother is thus particularly difficult to control. Moreover, without a mother, 
who has internalised the values of a pativratà, an important role model is missing. 
 
60 
 bhadra viruddhamivaitatpratibhàti | yataþ kulajàdurlabhaü vapuþ àbhijàtya÷aüsinã 
ca namratà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 7-8, p. 167) 
 
Good man, this seems to be a contradiction. For her (Nitambavatã‘s) physical beauty is 
rare among women of good family, and yet there is a modesty, which proclaims high 
birth. 
 
The clever and ruthless Kalahakaõñaka has seen a painting of Nitambavatã, and is 
assessing her appearance. Why should beauty and modesty be contradictory qualities in a 
woman? One reason could be that beauty is never mentioned as one of the characteristics of a 
kulastrã (woman of good family, respectable or virtuous woman), while she is attributed 
qualities such as servitude, fidelity and modesty. Ideally, the looks of a kulastrã could not be 
assessed by strangers, because she should not to be seen in public places. She was guarded 
against the glances from men outside her own family, partly because her duties were centred 
on household chores, and partly because spending time outside the house was seen as one of 
the things that corrupt women.
78
 Moreover, it was looked upon as indecent for men to look at 
a kulastrã. In the Mçcchakañikaü, a play by øådraka, dated to the second century AD, a male 
character cries out when he becomes aware of a woman in a carriage: ―What ! A woman ? Let 
us pass away quickly by the road, with bent heads…for the eyes of me, to whom esteem in 
public assemblies is dear, are afraid to gaze upon highborn ladies.‖79 Kale comments on this 
line and makes it clear that a gentleman, with a sense of modesty and decorum, must not look 
at a strange woman‘s face.80  
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Public women and women of lower breeding could move about more freely and were 
thus more subject to evaluations regarding their looks.  
 
61 
÷ramaõikàmukhàcca duùkara÷ilabhraü÷àü kulastriyamupalabhya... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 3-4, p. 168) 
 
The Buddhist nun explained that it is very difficult to make a woman of good family 
fall from her character...   
 
This utterance could mean two things: either that a kulastrã has internalised the rules of proper 
conduct by having been brought up in a good family, or that, because of her high birth, she is 
guarded and protected from situations that might threaten her good repute.  
 
62 
...kim itarananàrãsulabhaü càpalaü spçùñaü na veti parãkùà kçtà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 7-8, p. 168) 
 
...testing you to find out whether or not you too are afflicted by the fickleness so 
common among other women. (Said by the nun to Nitambavatã) 
 
As stated above, fickleness of mind, or unfaithfulness, is innate in women. The nun, who 
approached Nitambavatã on the scoundrel Kalahakaõña‘s behalf, confirms by her utterance 
that what The Law Code of Manu says about women‘s nature is common knowledge. 
 
64 
 raktatarà hi nastatra sakhya÷ceñya÷ca | yathà na ka÷cidetajj¤àsyati tathà yatiùyante ’ 
iti 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VII, lines 10-12, p. 175) 
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For there (in the ladies‘ quarters) my friends are totally attached to me. They will 
strive to make sure that no one shall know about this (that the prince is dwelling in the 
ladies‘ quarters).  
 
Princess Kanakalekhà is assuring Mantragupta that it is safe for him to stay with her at 
her place. She takes an active role in smuggling the prince into her residence. How can she be 
so sure about her friends‘ loyalty? Is loyalty among the women in the harem an established 
practise?  The Kàmasåtra states that the women of the harem are generally not satisfied, since 
they have to share only one husband. To remedy this situation, the women may send their 
female attendants out as messengers to the men they desire, and ―they describe how easy it is 
to enter, the place where they can get out, the spaciousness of the building, the carelessness of 
the guards, and the irregularity of the entourage.‖81 For such a practise to be safe, the loyalty 
of the women in the harem is a must. Doniger regards this verse to be like a fairy-tale; a 
fantasy with no root in reality. What is interesting, though, is that the DKC recounts several 
instances where princes are invited into, or sneak into the women‘s quarters. It is thus 
tempting to infer that the author at least saw this as a theoretical possibility.  
This sentence confirms The Law Code of Manu‘s statement that women are libidinous 
and cunning. The focalizer in this tale is Mantragupta. It is he who renders, word-for-word, 
how the princess invites Mantragupta to come to the harem. He does not seem to be offended 
by her immodest behaviour; on the contrary, he later praises her moral excellence.  
 
10 
kanyàdåùaõadoùaü dårãkçtya balàtkàreõa rantumudyuïkte 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, lines 2-3, p. 39) 
 
Regardless of the crime of corrupting a virgin, he is resolved to enjoy me by force. 
 
 A woman‘s maidenhood is her main asset. According to The Law Code of Manu, 
virginity is a prerequisite for being properly married: ―226The ritual formulas of marriage are 
applicable only to virgin girls and nowhere among any people to non-virgins, for they are 
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excluded from the rituals prescribed by Law.‖82 Being a non-virgin was seen as a defect. If a 
man gave a girl in marriage who was not a virgin, he could be punished unless he announced 
the defect in time. This crime was equalled to giving in marriage a girl who was insane or 
suffered from leprosy.
83
  
The Artha÷āstra laid down rules against violating a virgin. It states: ―For defiling a 
maiden of equal caste before she has reached maturity, the hand of the offender was to be cut 
off or a fine of 400 paõa was to be imposed; if she had attained maturity, the offender‘s 
middle finger was to be cut off or a fee of 200 paõa
 
 was to be imposed:‖84  
 
3.4 The giving of a woman 
The giving of a woman is a common theme in the DKC. The text contains several references 
to girls given in marriage, and of girls given as a gift. The Law Code of Manu emphasises the 
giving aspect in the marriage rituals, when a father gives his daughter to her husband, as ―the 
act of giving is the reason for his lordship over her.‖85   
 Rules concerning marriage are laid down in The Law Code of Manu, which states that 
the act of securing a girl a good husband was one of the main responsibilities of a father. If 
the father failed to find a man with good qualities for her, The Law Code of Manu states that 
it is better for her to stay with her parents all her life than to live with a man with no good 
qualities. However, as stated above, from the point of view of the parents, having an 
unmarried daughter in the house both disgraced them and, as few respectable means of 
sustenance were open to women, placed the burden of her maintenance on them. In case the 
father fails to find a husband for his daughter, The Law Code of Manu opens a possibility for 
the daughter to take the case into her own hands: ―90For three years shall a girl wait after the 
onset of her puberty; after that time, she may find for herself a husband of equal status.‖86 The 
act of seeking a husband, if the father has failed his obligation to find one, is sanctioned by 
the same law: ―91If a woman who has not been given in marriage finds a husband on her own, 
she does not incur any sin, and neither does the man she finds.‖87   
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The DKC also contains passages where girls are given as gifts. The act of giving could 
be voluntary or it could be forced by different means.  
 
3 
 vãraketurapi bhãto mahadupàyanamiva tanayàm mattakàlàyàdàt  
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 12, p. 30) 
 
Vãraketu was thus frightened into giving his daughter to Mattakàla as if she was a 
great gift. 
 
Mattakàla, king of Làña, wants to marry the beautiful daughter of king Vãraketu. 
Vãraketu refuses and Mattakàla besieges his capital, and forces Vãraketu to hand over his 
daughter. The princess is totally at her father‘s mercy, as she can be given away as an object. 
Her father can dispose of her voluntarily, or as here, he can be forced to give her away.  
The event is related by an old Brahmin. We are told that the king was frightened, but 
we are not told what the princess felt. Is that because the princess‘s feelings are irrelevant to 
the author, and by implication, irrelevant to his audience?   
 
4 
taruõãlàbhahçùñacetà làñapatiþ  
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 13, p. 30)  
 
The Làña king was delighted at heart by the acquisition of the young woman. 
 
The same question as raised above may be raised here. A woman can be obtained, and 
the king is pleased to have acquired a young woman. What does the young woman feel? The 
king who has won her is named Mattakàla. Matta may be translated as excited, drunk, 
intoxicated, or excited by sexual passion or desire, and kàla denotes black or a dark colour. 
Judged by the name, which in Sanskrit narrative literature often denotes the quality of the 
person, Mattakàla is obviously not a man of good qualities. Is the young woman terrified by 
the fact that she will be turned over to a rival king? Is she excited? She would certainly not be 
indifferent.  
30 
 
This form of forced marriage, called a ràkùasa marriage is one of the eight types of 
marriages listed in The Laws of Manu, and is an option only for kùatriyas. A ràkùasa 
marriage is defined as ―the violent seizure or rape of a girl after the defeat or destruction of 
her relatives.‖88 
 
5 
 (Mànapàla) nijanàthàvamànakhinnamànaso'ntar bibheda 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 2, p. 31) 
 
(Mànapàla) was pained at heart by the humiliation of his master. 
 
Mànapàla, king Vãraketu‘s minister, is concerned with the fact that the king had been 
humiliated. The king has been forced to give up his daughter, who might have been utilised 
differently: for example by giving her in marriage to someone with whom the king wanted to 
make an alliance. It is the old Brahmin, who relates this story to Somadatta, who is the 
focalizor in the tale. If the Brahmin has supplied information about the princess‘ emotional 
state, then Somadatta has omitted it for some reason. More likely, such information was 
irrelevant since a girl, who was an object that could be given away, also could serve as a 
trophy of war. 
89
   
 
6 
saütuùñamanà ràjà ... nijatanayàü mahyam adàt 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, lines 10-11, p. 33) 
 
Highly pleased, the king … gave me his own daughter in marriage.  
 
Somadatta kills Mattakàla. The king is pleased and gives his daughter to Somadatta as 
a token of gratitude. This time the princess is given in marriage to a young man of excellent 
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qualities, who is also appointed heir to the throne. Her father has fulfilled his responsibility to 
secure his daughter a proper husband. 
 
42 
 tvadambayà kàntimatyà ceyaü garbhasthaiva dyåtajità svamàtrà tavaiva jàyàtvena 
samakalpyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, lines 5-7, p. 136) 
 
But her own mother pledged her as a wife for you, being won by your mother 
Kàntimatã in gambling (with her mother), even while she was still in the womb.  
 
This is in many ways a strange line. Firstly, because of the rules The Law Code of 
Manu lays down on ownership of offspring: ―32It is acknowledged that a son belongs to the 
husband; but scripture is divided with respect to the sireÞsome argue for the man who fathers 
the child, others for the ―owner of the field.‖90 In the following verses, The Law Code of 
Manu elaborates on these two views. Is it the man who brings up the child that is the owner, 
or is the owner of ―the field‖, a metaphor for the woman? Nowhere is the woman seen as the 
owner of the child. Therefore, how would it be possible for the princess to pledge her unborn 
baby as a future wife to anyone without her husband‘s consent?  
Secondly, The Law Code of Manu urges the king to ban gambling: ―221The king shall 
suppress gambling and betting within his realm; they are the two vices of rulers that devastate 
a kingdom.  
222
The king should have anyone who engages in gambling or facilitates gambling 
executed.‖91 The law makes it clear that gambling is a highly undesirable activity. The 
Artha÷àstra, on the punishment of immodest wives, states that a woman, who against her 
husband‘s wishes takes part in games, or drinks, is to be fined three paõa.92 This statement 
makes it even more unlikely that the queen independently would bet the unborn baby.  
What is most likely is that it already was decided that if the baby turned out to be a 
girl, she would be given in marriage to Kàntimatã‘s son Arthapala to form an alliance between 
the two families. If this is the case, then the gambling was just an amusement for the two 
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highborn ladies. What would be interesting to know, though, is whether an unborn boy could 
be won in the same way in gambling?  
That women could be won or lost by men in gambling is an old theme. In the 
gambling hymn in the èg Veda, a husband stakes and loses his own wife.
93
 In the 
Mahābhārata, Yudhiùñhira stakes his wife Draupadã, and loses her, in a dicing game with 
øakuni.
94
 Yudhiùñhira has already lost everything he owns, including himself, and by 
wagering Draupadã he hopes to win back his own freedom.  
  
 44 
 yaü càbhilaùetsà’muùmai deyà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 13, p. 149) 
 
Let her be given over (in marriage) to whomsoever she desires. 
 
Princess Kandukàvatã was born after her father had fasted before the goddess 
Vindyavàsinã; a form of Durga. The goddess instructed the father to give her in marriage to a 
man of her own choice. The princess was thus free to marry the one she loved, or at least one 
she liked.  
The marriage of free choice is a special form of the gàndharva marriage, which is one 
of the eight types of marriages listed in The Law Code of Manu and which by tradition was 
considered lawful for kùatriyas. Such a marriage was as a rule concluded by performing the 
rites that normally were performed at a religious marriage.
95
   
The theme of a princess choosing her own husband is well known in Sanskrit epic 
literature. The term svayaüvara (self choosing) is often used to describe the election of a 
husband by a princess or a daughter of a kùatriya at a public assembly of suitors.
96
 Sometimes 
the choice depended on the fulfilment of a particular condition involving a test of the skill of 
the suitor. Draupadã, Sãtà, Damayantã, and Sàvitrã, all chose their husbands in some form of a 
svayaüvara. Draupadã chose Arjuna after he had exhibited extraordinary skill in archery and 
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successfully hit the eye of a fish.
97
 Sãtà chose Ràma at another great archery contest, 
Damayantã chose Nala at a great ceremony, and Sàvitrã travelled around the country until she 
found Satyavant.
98
  
 
3.5 Women – clever in the art of concealment 
Nonverbal communication, such as gestures and facial expressions, was highly developed 
among people connected with the court, and women were particularly skilled in using and 
interpreting such communication.
99
  The Law Code of Manu states that ―26[i]nner thoughts are 
discerned by the bearing, expressions, gait, gestures, and manner of speaking, and by changes 
in the eyes and face‖.100 Likewise, the Artha÷àstra instructs the royal messenger to be aware 
of rival kings‘ intentions by closely observing their speech, glances and facial expressions for 
signs of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
101
  
The scrutiny of external gestures was also important in romance. Many of the såtras in 
the Kàmasåtra are concerned with the interpretation of gestures and signals. This såtra 
teaches a man how to read a young woman‘s interest: ―She does not look at him face to face. 
When he looks at her, she acts embarrassed. She reveals the splendid parts of her body, under 
some pretext. She looks at the man when he is otherwise distracted, cannot see her, or has 
gone past her.‖102 
 Both men and woman were encouraged to observe behaviour and facial expressions 
to discern the inner states, intentions, and inclinations of the objects of their romantic feelings: 
important skills that required both experience and training. According to the Nàñya÷àstra (a 
text on dramaturgy which is believed to have been written before the 3rd century AD
103
) a 
bàhyà nàyikà  (a courtesan: bàhyà denotes an external woman in contrast to an abhyantarà, 
who is an internal, or respectable woman) could be depicted displaying her love: ―She 
expresses her passion by casting side-long glances (kañàkùa), touching her ornaments, itching 
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ears, scratching the ground with her toes, revealing the breasts or the navel, cleaning the nails 
and gathering her hair.‖104 A highborn lady, on the other hand, was to be depicted showing 
her feelings differently: ―She looks continuously with blooming eyes, conceals her smile, 
speaks slowly and with downcast face, gives a reply with a smile, conceals her sweat and 
appearance, has throbbing lips and is trembling.‖105 The act of casting side-long glances as an 
overt and promiscuous way of showing one‘s passion, is confirmed by the Kàmasåtra:  ―The 
following are women who can be had without any effort, who can be had merely by making 
advances: …a woman who, when someone looks at her, looks sideways;‖106 The Kàmasåtra 
employs the word pàr÷vavilokinã to denote ―a women who looks sideways‖. 
The DKC contains many references to highborn women who are masters of the art of 
concealed gestures, and who use sidelong glances (kañàkùa, apàïga ãkùaõa, apàïga vãkùita) as 
part of their repertoire.  To convey their feelings, these women seem to use a mixture of 
gestures. Some appropriate to upper class women and some not, if one is to judge by the 
sources mentioned above. 
 
7 
 manasà'bhimukhai÷ca samàku¤citai ràgalajjàntaràlavartibhir-
apàïgavartibhirãkùaõavi÷eùairnijamanovçttimakathayat 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 16, p. 37 and  line 1, p. 38) 
 
With meaningful glances from the outer corner of her eyes, directed to me and darting 
between passion and bashfulness, she silently conveyed her thoughts. 
 
The merchant‘s daughter Bàlacandrikà employs her knowledge of nonverbal 
communication when she lets Puùpodbhava know what she feels. Since Puùpodbhava 
understands what these meaningful glances mean, he must have knowledge and experience in 
interpreting gestures and facial expressions. To convey her feelings, Bàlacandrikà makes use 
of sidelong glances, a well-known gesture of coquetry, which she tones down by a display of 
embarrassment (caused by her modesty).  
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8 
caturagåóhaceùñàbhirasyà manonuràgaü 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 2, p. 38) 
 
 (Having clearly perceived) her love (for me) from her clever covert gestures … 
 
Bàlacandrikà is clever at communicating by concealed signs. Equally clever is 
Puùpodbhava, who interprets these signs correctly. 
 
9  
tasyàþ sasaübhramapremalajjàkautukamanoraü lãlàvilokanasukhamanubhavan 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 7, p. 38) 
 
It was a pleasure to watch her lovely looks, all the more fascinating because of their 
confusion of love, bashfulness and curiosity. 
 
Again there is a display of competing emotions, which adds to her charm in 
Puùpodbhava‘s opinion.  
This line is interesting, because the display of competing emotions is a type of 
coquetry also recommended for courtesans. In the Kuññanãmatam, an eight-century text by 
Dàmodaragupta, the old bawd Vikaràlà instructs the young courtesan Màlatã in how to 
entrance her paramour: ―you must come towards your man with demonstrations of love and 
shame, of apprehension and desire‖.107  The reason is stated quite clearly in the Kàmasåtra: 
―A man scorns a woman who is easy to get, but desires a woman who is hard to get.‖108 It is 
ironic that a courtesan is encouraged to play hard to get to please her customer. It certainly 
support with view that the concept of femaleness is confusing.   
 
34 
striya÷copdhãnàmudbhavakùetram 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 16, p. 105 and line 1 p. 106) 
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And women are the source of deceptions. 
 
This line states Upahàravarman‘s thoughts, while he was pondering how to get 
information about the king‘s harem. Upahàravarman comes up with an intricate plan for how 
to make queen Kalpasundarã fall in love with him, and how to get rid of her husband. He 
sends an old woman as a messenger to the queen. Why then is it that women are the source of 
deception? Is this view inferred from what The Law Code of Manu assigns to women: malice 
and bad conduct? Surely, it is a woman who acts as a messenger, but it is Upahàravarman 
who is the architect behind the plan. Could the answer be that deceit and slyness are 
praiseworthy qualities in a man, while they are signs of bad conduct in a woman?  
 
4 The Wife – praised and restrained 
The dominant role for a woman is her role as a wife. It is in the capacity of a wife that she 
may become worthy of reverence and respect. As a married woman, she moves in with her in-
laws and becomes embedded in her husband‘s patrilineal kin group. Young and uneducated, 
she becomes economically dependent upon her husband and his family. (Because the 
marriage age was generally low, and since women were excluded from Vedic knowledge, it is 
doubtful if an average girl received any education at all. However, girls in rich, aristocratic, or 
royal families were probably given a reasonably good literary education, as well as training in 
the domestic, culinary and fine arts.
109
) When The Law Code of Manu speaks about women, it 
is almost always with respect to their role as a wife.  
 When a woman by her very nature is unreliable, unrestrained in her sexual behaviour, 
unfaithful, and hard-hearted (see chapter 3.3), how is it then possible to metamorphose into a 
virtuous, modest and benevolent wife? Two conditions may contribute in answering this 
question. Firstly, by marriage a woman takes on the qualities of her husband. The Law Code 
of Manu states: ―22When a wife unites with her husband according to rule, she takes on the 
qualities he has, like a river uniting with the ocean.‖110 The law goes on by giving examples 
of how even women of the lowest birth became worthy of respect when they married 
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husbands with eminent qualities. The Law Code of Manu does not mention how it works if 
the husband‘s qualities are defective. However, ideally this should not happen, since the 
father‘s responsibility is to make sure that she is married to a man of good qualities. Still, as 
we have seen, there are circumstances that allow a girl to make her own choice in selecting a 
husband (see chapter 3.4) 
 Secondly, with a marriage the control of a female‘s sexuality is transferred from her 
parents to her husband. Even though her qualities have been changed in accordance with her 
husband‘s qualities, it is still important for a man to guard his wife: ―7for by carefully 
guarding his wife, a man guards his offspring, his character, his family, himself, and the Law 
specific to him.‖111 These words of The Law Code of Manu give the basis for a woman‘s 
status in a patriarchal society. From the male perspective, it is her purity and fidelity that 
empower her and that entitle her to assist her husband in important religious rites. A chaste 
wife is a blessing for the husband, because he can be sure that the offspring are his: 
 
―26On account of the offspring, a wife is the bearer of many blessings, worthy of honor, and the light 
within a home; indeed, in a home no distinction at all exists between a wife (strã) and ørã, the Goddess 
of Fortune. 
27
She begets children; and when they are born, she brings them upÞday in, day out, the 
wife, evidently, is the linchpin of domestic affairs. 
28
Offspring, rites prescribed by Law, obedient 
service and one‘s forefathersÞall this depends on the wife. 29A woman who controls her mind, speech, 
and body and is never unfaithful to her husband attains the worlds of her husband
112
  
  
  Olivelle comments that the word ÷u÷råùà (obedient service) is a term that usually 
refers to the service rendered by a person of lower rank to one of higher rank, especially by a 
pupil to his teacher. He uses the term to denote the wife‘s care for her husband‘s physical 
needs, such as preparing and serving his food. Nevertheless, the term clearly states with what 
kind of attitude a wife should serve her husband. Såtras in both The Law Code of Manu and 
the Kàmasåtra reinforce this notion and explicitly state that the serving aspect of a wife‘s 
duties towards her husband is essential. The Kàmasåtra states that a wife should treat her 
husband like a god and make sure that everything she does is in agreement with him.
113
 While 
the Kàmasåtra focuses on what is pleasing to her husband, such as taking care of the 
household chores, and dressing and behaving in accordance with his taste, it also gives the 
impression that there are elements of mutual pleasure in the relationship. The Law Code of 
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Manu, on the other hand, states that even if a husband ―154…may be bereft of virtue, given to 
lust, and totally devoid of good qualities, a good woman should always worship her husband 
like a god.‖114 In addition, service to her husband is a woman‘s only means to salvation. The 
reason is that ―155[f]or a woman, there is no independent sacrifice, vow, or fast; a woman will 
be exalted in heaven by the mere fact that she has obediently served her husband.‖115    
 Even though wives were generally restricted, both sexually and behaviourally, some of 
them found ways to circumvent male control. High born ladies were often depicted indulging 
in illicit love relationships. In the DKC, Kalpasundarã secretly met with her lover 
Upahàravarman in the pleasure garden (see chap. 4.2, sentence 38). Likewise, the Kàmasåtra 
states: ―the women of the harem generally get their women servants to bring in men-about-
town dressed as women‖.116 This is exactly what happens in the DKC. 
 Finally, as a general rule, a wife was not entitled to own any property, because: ―416 
[w]ife, son, and slaveÞall these three, tradition tells us, are without property. Whatever they 
may earn becomes the property of the man to whom they belong.‖117 There are, however, 
exceptions to this rule. In another såtra of The Law Code of Manu, it is made clear that: 
―194Tradition presents six types of women‘s property: what a woman receives at the nuptial 
fire, what she receives when she is taken away, what she is given as a token of love, and what 
she receives from her brothers, mother, and father.‖118 The Artha÷āstra allows women to own 
their own money, up to 2000 paõa, in addition to their jewellery and clothing. Any sum above 
this is to be taken care of by her husband.
119
 These rules on property held for most married 
women. The Artha÷āstra has special rules concerning a royal lady‘s right to own property, 
which will be shown in the analysis below (see chap.4.4).  
 
4.1 The good wife 
Almost all of the married women in the DKC are depicted as good wives, with the exception 
of Dhåminã (see shap. 3.3, sentence 51 and 52). Kalpasundarã, who also deviates from the 
norms of a faithful wife, has her particular reasons to behave as she does (see chap. 4.2). The 
words used to denote these women are ramaõã (beautiful young woman, wife), dàra (wife), 
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vallabhà (beloved female, wife), patnã (wife, mistress), jàyà ("bringing forth", wife), bhàryà, 
feminine of bhàrya (to be borne or supported, wife), strã (woman, female, wife), pativratà 
(devoted and virtuous wife), and gçhiõã (mistress of a house, wife), all of them carrying 
positive connotations. 
  
  50 
kiü gçhiõaþ priyahitàya dàraguõàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 16, p. 156) 
 
What is dear and beneficial for a householder? The virtues of a housewife. 
 
53 
nàstyadàràõàmananuguõadàràõàü và sukhaü nàma 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 3-4, p. 159) 
 
There is no happiness for those who have no wife, or for those who have no wife of 
corresponding qualities. 
 
 When a twice-born man has completed his studies with his master as a brahmacàrin 
(student of the Veda), he moves back to his parents‘ house, marries and becomes a gçhastha 
(householder).
120
 The basis for a happy marriage is to find a wife who belongs to the same 
class as the husband, and who possesses the right bodily features: a fine body, a beautiful 
head of hair, small teeth, and delicate limbs. In addition, she should have a pleasant name, and 
walk slowly like a goose or an elephant. That the wife belongs to the same class as the 
husband is particularly important when the twice-born man marries a first wife.
121
  
 The virtues of a housewife are listed in detail in the Kàmasåtra. Among the things she 
should do is to keep the house clean and shiny, make sure that the offerings are done regularly 
and properly, prepare the food her husband likes, dress herself in a way that her husband finds 
attractive, only with her husband‘s permission go to a social gathering, serve her father-in-law 
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and her mother-in-law, remaining dependent on them, never answering back, never laughing 
too loud, and always be moderate in her enjoyments.
122
 
 A passage in the Mahàbhàrata praises women for being the source of men‘s joy. Even 
an angry man must: ―not be harsh to a woman, remembering that on her depend the joys of 
love, happiness, and virtue. For woman is the everlasting field, in which the Self is born.‖ 123 
  
54 
àsajjati ca me hçdayamasyàmeva tatparãkùyainàmudaheyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 1, p. 161) 
 
My heart is set on this girl (Gominã) already, so putting her to the test, I will marry 
her.  
 
The rich merchant‘s son, øaktikumàra, had travelled around in search for a proper wife 
when he came to Gominã‘s house. After having studied her bodily features without finding 
any defects, he wants to test her abilities as a housewife. She is given a difficult task: making 
a proper meal of a handful of rice. She passes the test to his contentment; he marries her, and 
takes her home. Gominã is the prototype of a good wife. She is beautiful, skilled, economic, 
humble, modest, and vigilant with regard to øaktikumàra‘s needs. 
 
55 
 nãtvaitadanapekùaþ kàmapi gaõikàmavarodhamakarot | tàmapyasau 
priyasakhãmivopàcarat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 10-12, p. 163) 
 
After he had taken her home, he neglected her and attached himself to a courtesan. She 
(Gominã) even treated this woman as a dear friend.  
 
Gominã illustrates the ultimate qualities of a pativratà, by placing her husband‘s needs 
above those of her own. As a good wife, her duty is to let her own happiness be subordinate to 
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that of her husband. Even though her husband is unfaithful, she humbly serves both him and 
her rival. Gominã‘s treatment of the courtesan is in accordance with the Kàmasåtra 
instructions for a senior wife, namely to ―look upon the newly arrived woman as a sister.‖ 124 
Thus it seems that Gominã looks at the courtesan as a co-wife, possibly wedded to her 
husband in a temporary gàndharva marriage.  
Kale argues that Gominã‘s husband was not really attached to the courtesan. He was 
merely testing her virtues and her loyalty.
125
 If this is the case, his need to assure himself of 
his wife‘s good qualities has taken precedence over his wife‘s happiness. In other words, he 
has shown the opposite qualities of what is expected of a good wife; he has subjugated his 
wife‘s emotional needs to those of his own.  
 
56 
 patiü ca daivatamiva muktatandrà paryacarat | gçhakàryàõã càhãnamanvatiùñat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 12-13, p. 163) 
 
She (Gominã) persistently worshipped her husband as a god, and performed her 
household duties without fail. 
 
Gominã is unwavering in her devotion to her husband, and her husband is pleased. 
Delighted by her virtues, he rewards her by putting her in charge of the entire household. He 
could then enjoy trivarga (the three aims of life); artha (wealth), kàma (love), and dharma 
(virtue).  
The story ends with an affirmation; the virtues of a wife are the source of happiness 
and welfare for a householder. Nowhere is there mention of the wife‘s needs or happiness. On 
the contrary, after she has passed the test, she is given more work and more responsibility, 
because her husband is convinced that she can handle it. 
 
40 
 strãdharma÷caiùa yadaduùñasya duùñasya và bharturgatirgantavyà | tadahamamunaiva 
saha citàgnimàrokùyàmi. 
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(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, lines 1-2, p. 131) 
 
Also, it is the duty of a wife to share the destiny of her husband, whether he is good or 
wicked. Therefore I shall mount the funeral pyre beside my husband.  
 
41  
asya tu paõigràhakasya gatimananuprapadyamànà bhavatkulaü kalaïkayeyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, line 13, p. 132) 
 
But if I do not share the fate of him who took my hand in marriage, I would be 
disgracing your family.  
 
Kàntimatã is asking the king, who is her relative, for his consent to ascend the funeral 
pyre of her husband. The king believes that her husband is dead due to a poisonous snake bite. 
This practice is the infamous satã (literally meaning a good and virtuous or faithful wife), 
where the wife‘s faithfulness includes following her husband in death. Basham claims that the 
custom of satã was in theory voluntary, but one cannot rule out that social and family pressure 
might have been triggering forces. It was high-caste widows in particular that cremated 
themselves alive on the funeral pyre, and especially those of the kùatriya class.
126
 That 
Kàntimatã is a princess, and belongs to the warrior class, may explain her suggestion to 
commit satã. The class affiliation may also explain why the king‘s family might be disgraced 
if she refrains from this custom. 
Though the Law Code of Manu repeatedly states the wife‘s duty to remain faithful to 
her deceased husband, it never mentions the custom of satã. It has, however, several rules 
concerning widowhood. ―157After her husband is dead, she may voluntarily emaciate her body 
by eating pure flowers, roots, and fruits; but she must never mention even the name of another 
man.‖ 127 A widow could generally not remarry, and as a good woman ―devoted to a single 
husband, she should remain patient, controlled, and celibate until her death.‖128 Even if her 
husband died while she was still very young and she was without children, she should remain 
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celibate, because ―a good woman, though she be sonless, will go to heaven when she 
steadfastly adheres to the celibate life after her husband‘s death.‖129 
While the wife is considered auspicious while her husband is alive, she is seen as 
inauspicious upon his death. A widow was not allowed to attend family festivals, as she was 
thought to bring bad luck on all present. Her time should be spent in prayer and other 
religious activities for the benefit of her deceased husband, and if she failed to observe a strict 
discipline, she might get a very unhappy rebirth. In addition, her failings could cause suffering 
to her dead husband in his after-life.
130
     
For a widower, the situation was different. If a man lost his wife, he was not to remain 
a widower. The Law Code of Manu states that ―[a]fter he has given his sacred fires to his 
predeceased wife at her funeral, he should marry a wife again and establish anew his sacred 
fires.‖131 
 
65 
aho màhàtmyaü pativràtànàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VIII, line 10, p. 204) 
 
Oh, the great power of the pativratàs (chaste and virtuous wives)! 
 
Queen Vasuüdharà had killed Mitravarman with a poisoned garland, while uttering 
the words: sa evàyamasiprahàraþ pàpãyasastava bhavatu yadyasmi pativratà
132
 (If I am a 
chaste and virtuous wife, let this garland be as a sword to you, villain). Later the garland was 
secretly dunked in an antidote before it was given to her daughter Ma¤juvàdinã. People were 
astonished to see that Mitravarman, who had offended the virtuous queen, was killed, while 
her daughter remained unharmed. 
This line confirms the high esteem in which a pativratà was held, and that it was a 
common belief that a wife‘s veneration and loyal service to her husband might give her 
magical power. However, Daõóin mocks this superstition, as he is reveals that the queen‘s 
magical power is nothing but fraud.  
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Both Vasuüdharà and Dhåminã (see chap. 3.3, sentence 52) took advantage of this 
belief. Dhåminã was praised because she took care of what people believed to be her crippled 
husband, while Vasuüdharà was praised because her words transformed the harmless garland 
into a deadly weapon. Although they both were clever and cunning, their actions yielded 
different results. Dhåminã was exposed and punished, while Vasuüdharà achieved her 
ambitious goal of securing the throne for her son. In addition, Vasuüdharà acted on Vi÷ruta‘s 
advice. It was he that devised the intricate plan of how to regain the lost kingdom. 
 
4.2 The dissatisfied wife 
The Law Code of Manu advises householders to honour their wives and keep them happy. 
Marital harmony is only achieved if there is mutual contentment, and where marital harmony 
exists, the whole family prospers: ―60Good fortune smiles incessantly on a family where the 
husband always finds delight in his wife, and the wife in her husband.‖133 A happy, sparkling 
wife is essential for the creation of a family, because ―if the wife does not sparkle, she does 
not arouse her husband. And if the husband is not aroused, there will be no offspring.‖134 The 
motivation for keeping the wife happy is that it benefits the husband, who is the owner of the 
offspring. 
 The Kàmasåtra states that if the woman does not experience the pleasures of love, she 
might hate him and leave him for another man. Furthermore, a woman who hates her 
husband, or is hated by her husband, is listed among those women who could be won without 
effort.
 135
 
 
35 
nàtirocate ma eùa bhartà vi÷eùata÷caiùu vàsareùu 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 11, p. 109) 
 
I do not like my husband much, and least of all these days. 
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Queen Kalpasundarã detests her husband for several reasons. His is cruel, his body is 
misshapen, he has no skills in erotic affairs, he takes little interest in the arts, poetry or 
dramas, and he is a braggart. He has also given a dancing girl too much attention, and has 
taken his pleasure with her.  
In comparison to Gominã, who served her husband loyally even when he amused 
himself with a courtesan (see chap. 4.1, sentence 55), Kalpasundarã refuses to follow The Law 
Code of Manu‘s command of being devoted to her husband, regardless of his character and 
his behaviour.   
 
36 
tatkimityapekùyate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 3, p. 110) 
 
Why should then respect be shown to him (by me)? 
 
Kalpasundarã raises an obvious question. Why should she respect someone who is 
without praiseworthy traits? The Law Code of Manu advised on the grounds for respect: 
―136Wealth, kin, age, ritual life, and the fifth, knowledgeÞthese are the grounds for respect; 
and each subsequent one carries greater weight than each preceding.‖136  Kalpasundarã 
complains that her husband is unkind and that he lacks knowledge of the fine arts (see 
sentence 35, above).  
It is interesting that Daõóin has put these words in Kalpasundarã‘s mouth. The queen is 
depicted as exceedingly beautiful and talented. Is Daõóin suggesting that since she and her 
husband are so evidently mismatched, it is understandable that she feels aversion towards 
him? Or is he just anticipating that she later will be united with Upahàravarman? 
Kalpasundarã‘s father had initially promised her in marriage to Prahàravarman‘s son, 
but as he was believed to be lost, she was given to Vikañavarman. Her father has thus failed in 
his duty of finding her a husband of good character. Secondly, as Prahàravarman‘s son, 
Upahàravarman, turns out to be alive, her father may actually have transgressed against The 
Law Code of Manu, which states that ―[a]fter giving away a virgin to someone, a prudent man 
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must never give her away again, for in giving what has already been given, he becomes guilty 
of a lie to a human being.‖137  
These lines (35, 36, and the next, 37) are among the very few in the text where a 
woman voices her emotions. 
 
37 
 aviùahyaü hi yoùitàmanaïga÷araniùaïgãbhåtacetasàmaniùñajanasaüvàsayantraõà-
duþkham 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, lines 4-5, p. 110) 
 
The misery of being forced to share her life with a man she detests can hardly be borne 
by a woman whose mind has become the quiver of Anaïga’s138 arrows. 
 
Kalpasundarã has given one additional reason for why she hates being with her 
husband; she is in love with Upahàravarman. Not only does she decline to loyally serve her 
husband, she also admits that she desires another man. This behaviour is in striking contrast to 
what The Law Code of Manu prescribes as suitable for a virtuous wife.    
 
38 
ato’munàpuruùena màmadyodyànamàdhavãgçhe samàgamaya 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, lines 5-6, p. 110) 
 
Do therefore arrange for me to meet with this man today in the Màdhavã pavilion in 
the garden.  
 
Kalpasundarã initiates a rendezvous with Upahàravarman in the pleasure garden. She 
seems to be ignoring the punishments The Law Code of Manu‘s prescribes for unfaithful 
wives, namely that she ―becomes disgraced in the world, takes birth in a jackal‘s womb, and 
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is afflicted with evil diseases.‖139 On the contrary, she behaves according to how The 
Kàmasåtra describes women‘s nature; she ―does not consider religion or the violation of 
religion; she just desires.‖140 
It must be added that Kalpasundarã was predestined to be unfaithful. In a former 
existence, when she was surasarit (the river of the gods: Ganges), she had been annoyed by 
hastivaktra (the elephant-faced god Gaõe÷a), who was splashing her about. She cursed him to 
be reborn as a mortal being. He in turn, cursed her to be common to more than one man. She 
pleaded to only have had one previous husband before she was reunited with her beloved, 
who now is reborn as Upahàravarman. Since she is predestined to become Upahàravarman‘s 
wife also in this life, her actions are unavoidable. 
 
4.3 The deserted wife 
The highest law between husband and wife is that they should be faithful to each other until 
death. Neither ―[a] mother, father, wife, or son ought to be abandoned. Anyone who abandons 
these when they have not fallen from their caste shall be fined 600 by the king.‖141 However, 
there are occasions when man has the right to repudiate his wife:  
 
77
For one year let a husband tolerate a wife who loathes him; after one year, he should confiscate her 
inheritance and stop cohabiting with her. 
78
If a wife commits a transgression against her husband who is 
deranged, drunk, or sick, deprived of her ornaments and belongings, she should be cast out for three 
months. 
80
When a wife drinks liquor or is dishonest, cantankerous, sick, vicious, or wasteful, she may 
be superseded at any time by marriage to another wife. 
81
A barren wife may be superseded in the eight 
year; a wife whose children die, in the tenth; a wife who bears girls, in the eleventh; but a foul-mouthed 
wife, at once. 
83
If a wife who has been superseded storms out of the house incensed, however, she 
should be locked up immediately or repudiated in the presence of the family.
142
                
 
 Såtra 81 shows that it was fairly easy to get rid of an unwanted wife, as she might be 
rejected for using improper language. In the DKC, wives are rejected by their husbands on 
two occasions, which will be discussed below. On one occasion a woman, the yakùī Tàràvalī, 
walked out on her husband in jealous anger. For this transgression, she was punished to suffer 
the pain of separation for one year.
143
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 A rejected wife was not allowed to remarry, even if her husband had forsaken her 
completely, since ―neither sale nor dismissal cuts the wife loose from her husband.‖144 A man, 
on the other hand, was permitted to remarry even while his first wife was still alive. 
Remarriage is different from taking a second wife, as it refers to a man marrying another 
woman after he has rejected his first wife.   
     
57 
daurbhàgyaü nàma jivanmaraõamevàïganànàü, vi÷eùata÷cakulavadhånàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 13-14, p. 164) 
 
The unhappiness of being hated by one‘s husband is simply a living death for any 
woman, and even more of a woman of high birth. 
 
Ratnavatã, nicknamed Nimbavatã (a woman bitter as the nimba tree), was abandoned 
by her husband because she thoughtlessly had obstructed his enjoyment of union with her. We 
are not told exactly what Ratnavatã did to offend her husband, but she might have said 
something that aroused aversion in him. If this is the case, her husband has rejected her in 
accordance with the rules stated by The Law Code of Manu (above). 
The fact that she has been spurned has brought shame upon her and her family. Instead 
of giving her comfort, her whole family, led by her mother, despises her. The desperate 
woman has only one option, and that is to make her husband take her back. Everyone, 
including herself, puts the blame on her. The reason for this reaction has to be inferred from 
what The Law Code of Manu has stated about serving a husband, which has been cited earlier 
in this thesis:  
Firstly, a wife should treat her husband as her deity, and never do anything displeasing 
to him. Ratnavatã has displeased her husband severely, since he has rejected her. Secondly, 
she cannot be married again, and will therefore be without sustenance. As a highborn lady, it 
is difficult for her to earn a living and at the same time maintain a good reputation. Thirdly, as 
her own family despises her, it would be very difficult for her to stay with them. Even if she 
was to live with her family, she would be prone to baseless scandals about her character.
145
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Only two options seem open to her: Either she can embark on the ascetic path as a woman 
mendicant, or she must find a way to win her husband back.  
 
58 
 bhagavati patireva daivataü vanitànàm, vi÷oùata÷ca kulajànàm | atastacchu÷råùaõ-
àbhyupàyahetubhåtaü kiücidàcaraõãyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 4-5, p. 165) 
 
Revered lady, a woman‘s husband is her deity, and how much more for those of high 
birth. Hence something must be done to enable me to serve him again. 
 
Pretending to be another woman, Ratnavatã makes her husband fall in love with her, 
and he elopes with her to a foreign country. When he later finds out that his beloved actually 
is his wife, he loves her even more, because she has arranged everything so well. Ratnavatã is 
not punished for using her ―cunning nature‖ to deceive her husband, for her actions have 
benefited them both. Her husband escaped punishment for having stolen away a virgin, and 
Ratnavatã was restored to her position of a respected wife.     
 
63 
 vimar÷e ca tasyàþ ÷àkinãtvamaikamatyena pauràõàmabhimatamàsãt | bhartrà ca 
parityaktà...tena dhårtena...agçhyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 20 p. 169 and line 1-2, p. 170) 
 
After deliberation, the citizens agreed unanimously that she (Nitambavatã) was a 
witch. Abandoned by her husband…she was seized by the cunning man. 
 
Nitambavatã has falsely been proven to be a ÷àkinã (female demon) and her husband 
has rejected her. She had been framed by a man who is in love with her to leave her house in 
order to get a remedy for curing her husband‘s inability to beget children. After she has been 
spurned by her husband, Nitambavatã has no other options than to succumb to the evil man. 
The story of Nitambavatã is told to prove that wisdom is the means to achieve what is 
difficult. In other words, the scoundrel who set her up has proved himself to be a wise man. 
The story contains no comments on the morality of his achievement, namely that the object of 
his desire has had her life ruined.  
50 
 
4.4 Strãdhana – women‘s wealth 
Strãdhana is a term used to denote property over which women, in normal times, were 
allowed absolute control. Only in times of extreme difficulty could strãdhana be used for the 
needs of the family. As wives were generally not entitled to own property, a married woman‘s 
strãdhana might consist of a minor amount of money in addition to her personal belongings, 
such as clothing and jewellery (see chap. 4). If her family were rich, strãdhana in the form of 
jewellery might be substantial. However, gifts received from non-relatives and wages earned 
by the wife were not to be included in strãdhana. Whatever a wife earned she was obliged to 
hand over to her husband.
146
 With regard to inheritance of strãdhana, The Law Code of Manu 
states that when a woman dies, her sons and daughters should divide the mother‘s property 
among themselves.
147
  
 
39 
asti càyamartharà÷iþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 7, p. 110) 
 
I have a great wealth.  
 
Kalpasundarã plans to use her own wealth to replace her husband with 
Upahàravarman. The Artha÷àstra states that the first wife of the king, the mahiùã, was to 
receive a salary amounting to 48000 païa per year. This is the same amount that the purohita 
(family priest) and the yuvaràja (crown prince) received. In comparison, an adhyakùa 
(inspector) earned 1000 païa per year.
148
 The queen could thus accumulate a substantial 
fortune that she could spend according to her own wishes. 
 
 5 The Courtesan – feared and desired 
The highly accomplished courtesan, the gaõikà, is an object of praise and respect, as well as 
of criticism and contempt. Her beauty, grace, refinement, and skills make her an attractive and 
desired companion. However, the fact that she is a supplier of sexual services in exchange for 
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money also makes her a woman of disrepute. Her alleged greed and cynicism, combined with 
the fact that she is outside male control, make her a woman towards whom men must take 
precautions.  
The way courtesans are portrayed in DKC largely supports these claims. The gaõikà 
Kàmama¤jarã is said to be the ornament of the capital of Aïga, which implies that she is an 
asset to the city. She is honoured by the king for her achievements, and she is desired by 
many. She is excessively greedy, and she proves to be dangerous; she strips her clients of 
their wealth, and she is clever enough to seduce the great ascetic Marãci (see chap. 5.3, 
sentence 19). The ambivalence in the perception of the courtesan is shown in different places 
in the text. On the one hand, being desired by a superior courtesan is a compliment and a sign 
of good fortune (see chap. 5.2, sentences 22 and 23), but on the other, being addicted to 
courtesans are sign of dubious character in men (see chap. 5.2, sentence 59).      
  The life of the gaõikà is totally different from that of the restricted wife. A courtesan 
is free to move about as she likes, she moves in public places, and her behaviour is 
unrestricted and frank. When her conduct so obviously contradicts the norms of proper female 
behaviour, and her profession is stigmatised, why then is she respected? The answer might be 
found in her education, which qualifies her to interact with men of knowledge and prestige, 
not only as a sex partner, but also as a social and intellectual companion. Kaul argues that the 
courtesan represents ―a model for female behaviour at once novel, competent and tantalizing 
in its cultivation of intellect as well as sensuality.‖149 
Her education consists of an extensive list of subjects, along with expertise in erotic 
love. Among the arts that should be studied were: singing, playing musical instruments, 
dancing, painting, cutting leaves into shapes, arranging flowers, preparing beds, preparing 
wines, needlework, reciting difficult words, reading aloud, staging plays and dialogs, 
architecture, the ability to test gold and silver, the ability to speak in sign language, 
knowledge of local dialects, knowledge of metre, and literary work.
150
 A courtesan was also 
entitled to speak Sanskrit.
151
 In the DKC, Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother elaborates on the broad 
education of her daughter, which began when she was quite young. 
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The study of the sixty-four arts is also recommended for princesses and daughters of 
ministers of the state, a fact that places the gaõikà in an elite group together with royalty and 
highborn ladies. The Kàmasåtra states: 
 
17
A courtesan who distinguishes herself in these arts 
   and who has a good nature, beauty, and good qualities, 
   wins the title of a Courtesan de Luxe 
   and a place in the public assembly. 
18
The king always honours her, 
   and virtuous people praise her. 
   men seek her, approach her for sex, 
   and she is a standard for other courtesans to strive for. 
19
The daughter of a king or of a minister of state, 
   if she knows the techniques, 
   can keep her husband in her power 
   even if he has a thousand women in his harem.
152  
  
The last of these verses is alluded to in the DKC: tadekavallabaþ sa tu bahvavarodho’pi 
vikañavarmà’ iti 153, where it is said that regardless of the many ladies in his harem, king 
Vikañavarman is attached only to his queen, Kalpasundarã.  
As seen from the verses of the Kàmasåtra, a courtesan is worthy of praise and honour. 
The Law Code of Manu, on the other hand, emphasises the impurity of the courtesan, and 
warns Brahmins against eating ‖food given by a prostitute‖154, because such food ―cuts him 
off from the worlds.‖155 In these såtras, the word gaõikà is used to denote a prostitute. 
Nowhere in the DKC are courtesans referred to as impure, although on some occasions they 
have been mentioned by words carrying negative connotations. Furthermore, The Law Code 
of Manu encourages the king to punish skilled prostitutes, because they should be regarded 
―as open thorns on his people‘s side‖.156 Here, the words nipuõà paõyayoùità (skilled woman 
who can be bought) is used in reference to a prostitute, an expression not found in the DKC.  
There seem to be at least two different ways of facilitating and organizing the work of 
the courtesan. The courtesan could either organize her own business, or she could be a 
government servant employed by the king. In the DKC, the business of the courtesan seems to 
be a ―private‖ enterprise, headed by the courtesan‘s mother and grandmother (see chap. 5.1, 
sentence 14). Here the courtesan, in agreement with her mother, is free to set the price on her 
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services and to dispose of her possessions as she likes.
157
 This is confirmed by the DKC, 
where Kàmama¤jarã gives away her fortune in expectancy of an even bigger one (see chap. 
5.2, sentence 29).  
If the courtesan is a government servant, she is under the supervision and control of 
the gaõikàdhyakùa (superintendent of the king‘s courtesans). By entering the service of the 
king, the gaõikà loses her freedom. She is granted a monthly salary, she receives all the 
necessities for performing her duties, such as garments, and maintenance of her household, 
and she also enjoys some security in that she will be offered work in the king‘s storehouse or 
kitchen when she no longer is capable of serving as a courtesan. The gaõikàdhyakùa sets the 
price on her services, and he collects her earnings and transfers them to the treasury of the 
king. She has, however, the full right of ownership to her jewellery, and can dispose of it as 
she likes.
158
  
A gaõikà can either come from a family of gaõikàs, or she can, if she is beautiful and 
talented, become one by mastering the sixty-four arts. Sternbach argues that it can be inferred 
from the Artha÷àstra that a gaõikà’s daughter preferably also became a gaõikà.159 This is 
confirmed by the DKC, where the courtesan daughter Ràgama¤jarã‘s family strongly objects 
to the idea that she should transgress her svadharma (own duty) and become a housewife.  
   
5.1 The svadharma of the courtesan 
A courtesan‘s duty, whether she is a government servant or a free courtesan, is to serve her 
clients with sexual services in exchange for money or other valuables. If she is the king‘s 
property, she has to yield her person to anybody, if ordered by the king. If she is a free 
courtesan, she can choose her clients as she wants.
160
 However, both types of courtesans were 
duty-bound to yield to the man with whom an agreement had been made. The Artha÷àstra 
states that the fixed fine for refusing to fulfil their obligations, when the customer had paid the 
agreed price, is twice the amount of the agreed price.
161
 In the Mçcchakañikaü, the viña (a bon 
vivant) addresses Vasantasenà with these words:  ―Remember…that you, a courtesan are just 
like a creeper growing by the wayside. You possess a body that can be bought for money and 
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hence is like an article for sale. (Therefore), O good maiden, serve equally one much coveted 
by you and one disliked by you.‖162  
The duties of a courtesan evolve around one theme: profit. As the maintainer of the 
family, the courtesan has to be concerned with money. If she disregards profit, and allows 
herself to indulge in a love relationship that brings no money, her whole household will 
suffer. The Kàmasåtra, when discussing the three goals of life – religion, wealth and pleasure 
– states: ―…power, in the form of wealth, is the most important goal for a king…and for a 
courtesan‖.163 This fact is echoed in the Kuññanãmatam where Vikaràlà instructs the courtesan 
Màlatã: 
 
Despise the man who brings no money, honour the man who has a solid fortune; our beauty is but 
nature‘s tool for building riches, O fair innocent. If you amuse yourself by love with a handsome boy, 
and take no regard for profit, then you will be mocked, O beautiful, by all the troops of thoughtful 
prostitutes.
164
 
 
 The courtesans were probably painfully aware of the fact that their earning power 
depended upon their beauty, and that they had to accumulate as much wealth as possible 
while they were young and attractive. The Kuññanãmatam advises courtesans to be aware of 
the value of their youth: ―When a harlot is a child she is good for nothing, when she is old she 
is good for even less, and the while between is very short: if in addition she be the slave of her 
passions, in the time of her useful youth, she will end on straw.‖165  
 
 14 
gaõikàyà÷ca gamyaü prati sajjataiva na saïgaþ satyàmapi prãtau na màturmàtçkàyà 
và ÷àsanàtivçttiþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-4, p. 68) 
 
A courtesan‘s duty is readiness towards her customer and not attachment to him. Even 
if there is love, she must not disobey her mother or grandmother. 
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Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother reminds her daughter that her duty is to be a professional 
courtesan. She must let her customer believe that she loves him, but she must not become 
attached to him.  The mother admits that a young courtesan might fall in love, but she makes 
it clear that it is the mother and the grandmother who have the absolute control over her 
daughter and her sexuality. This line shows that in a courtesan household, where there is no 
father, the daughter is still under parental control.   
 
15 
evaü sthite'nayà prajàpativihitaü svadharmamullaïghya 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 4, p. 68) 
 
Such was the settled practice, but she (my daughter) violated her own duty ordained 
by Prajàpati. 
 
Kàmama¤jarã is threatening to leave her profession as a courtesan and start a life as an 
ascetic. Her mother accuses her daughter of neglecting her courtesan duties. According to 
Kale, Prajàpati is identified with the god Brahma
166
, who is the creator of all, including the 
individual‘s svadharma (one‘s own duties and rights). He is the same Prajàpati, who by his 
descendant Manu, created The Law Code of Manu.
167
 However, there is no reference in The 
Law Code of Manu to a courtesan‘s svadharma. 
The line above is ambiguous: On the one hand, it might be that Kàmama¤jarã‘s 
mother‘s knowledge of mythology is insufficient, and that she is wrong in her claims that the 
customs of courtesans are ordained by Prajàpati, in the same way that Kàmama¤jarã makes a 
few mistakes when she relates to Marãci stories on how easy a pious person can regain his 
purity after having given in to kàma (pleasure), for example in her reference to Tilottamà‘s 
seduction of Brahma.
168
 On the other, Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother might be right in referring to 
Prajàpati. The settled practice in a courtesan‘s household is that the courtesan practises her 
arts. That is her duty; it is not to become an ascetic. The Law Code of Manu states that a 
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person should be faithful to his duties, as it is ―better to carry out one‘s own Law imperfectly 
that that of someone else‘s perfectly‖.169  
 
16 
svakuñumbakaü càvasàditam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 7, p. 68) 
 
(She has) ruined her own household. 
 
By abandoning her duties and running away from her obligations, Kàmama¤jarã has 
put her household in a difficult situation. Her family has invested substantial resources in her 
education and upbringing, and they are dependent on a pay back on their investment when the 
courtesan starts her career. Without her income the family will soon be ruined.    
 
17 
sà cediyamahàryani÷cayà srava eùa jano'traivànanyagatirana÷anena saüsthàsyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9, p. 68) 
 
If she (my daughter) proves unshaken in her resolve (to stay in the forest), then all 
these people, who have no other means of subsistence, will starve themselves to death, 
right here.  
 
Kàmama¤jarã is the family‘s only upholder, as her younger sister, Ràgama¤jarã, 
refuses to become a courtesan (see sentences 25 and 26). Without Kàmama¤jarã‘s income, her 
large family has no other choice that to stay in the forest and die by starvation. As 
Kàmama¤jarã is a free courtesan, she cannot rely on support from the king for the 
maintenance of her household, thus the responsibility placed on her is enormous.   
 
18 
dvitãyastu sarvasyaiva sulabhaþ kuladharmànuùñhàyinaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 12, p. 68) 
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(And) the second (the attainment of heaven) is easy to obtain for anyone by simply 
fulfilling the duties of your family. 
 
Marãci instructs Kàmama¤jarã, who has come to his hermitage to seek happiness in the 
next world, in the importance of fulfilling one‘s own duties. In the same way as a wife may 
obtain salvation by following her dharma and serving her husband, so can the courtesan by 
fulfilling her duties.  
 
25 
kiü tu sà kila vàrakanyakà gaõikàsvadharmapratãpagàminà bhadrodàreõà÷ayena 
samagirata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 13, p. 84 and lines 1-2, p. 85) 
 
However, rumour has it that the courtesan maiden, with noble and generous thought 
that goes contrary to the proper duties of a courtesan, has declared: 
   
26 
guõa÷ulkà’ham na dhana÷ulkà na ca pàõigrahaõàdçte’nyabhogyaü yauvanam  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-3, p. 85) 
 
My bride-price will be counted in virtues, not riches, and my youth will not be 
enjoyed by another except by marriage.  
 
Ràgama¤jarã, the courtesan Kàmama¤jarã‘s sister, aspires to become a housewife. She 
has not yet entered the profession of a courtesan, probably because she is too young. She is 
depicted as noble and generous, qualities that are proper to a wife, but may be an obstacle to a 
courtesan, whose prime concern should be profit. Her noble character is proved by her 
statement that she will not sell her youth for money. She will only give herself to the man 
who takes her hand in marriage. Her demand is that her husband is a virtuous man, not that he 
is rich.  
The first of these two lines (sentence 25) confirms what is considered the proper duties 
of a courtesan: not to be generously inclined towards men, unless they are able to pay. Both 
lines implicitly value the state of being a married woman above that of being a courtesan, 
58 
 
because it is her good character that motivates her choice: good character is more natural to 
wives than to courtesans. In addition, by giving herself to a man who may not be rich, 
removes some of the stigma of the courtesan profession. In the Mçcchakañikaü, the courtesan 
Vasantasenà, when it is pointed out to her that her beloved is a poor man, says: ―Hence it is 
that I love him. For a courtesan who fixes her affection on a poor lover would not incur 
censure from the world‖.170 By proving that she is not concerned with riches, the courtesan 
removes some of the mistrust connected to her profession. 
 
27 
 yadiyamatikramya svakuladharmamarthanirapekùà guõebhya eva svaü yauvanaü 
vicikrãùate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 6-7, p. 85) 
 
She had so transgressed the duties of her family that she, quite regardless of wealth, 
wishes to sell her own youth for merits only. 
 
Ràgama¤jarã has neglected her family‘s dharma, which is to provide for her family, by 
trading her body for money. By refusing to be a courtesan, she is also refusing to support her 
family and pay back her family‘s investment in her education.  
 
28 
kulastrãvçttamevàcyutamanutiùñàsati 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 8, p. 85) 
 
Absolutely firm, she only wants to become a respectable housewife. 
 
Ràgama¤jarã wants to become a kulastrã. She wants to leave her dharma, in the same 
way as her sister Kàmama¤jarã wanted, when she came to Marãci. The difference is that 
Ràgama¤jarã honestly wants to become a housewife, while Kàmama¤jarã was acting to gain 
money. With regard to dharma, the conversion from courtesan to wife may cause a religious 
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paradox: in aspiring to become a respectable woman, whose salvation depends on faithful 
devotion to one man (her husband), Ràgama¤jarã is neglecting her family‘s dharma, which is 
regarded as immoral, but important to follow for the sake of salvation. 
The question is whether it was possible for a woman of a courtesan family to become a 
respectable housewife. In the Mçcchakañikaü, Vasantasenà‘s lover, Càrudatta, was 
embarrassed when people find out that he has befriended a courtesan. 
171
 He refuses to take 
her necklace into the inner chamber of his house ―for it has been worn by a courtesan‖.172 At 
the end of the play, they received the king‘s permission to marry, and Càrudatta places the 
veil on Vasantasenà, to signify that she now is a married woman.
173
 Will Vasantasenà, as a 
legally married wife, have access to the inner chamber? Or is she still considered impure 
because of her former profession? 
However, the situation of Ràgama¤jarã is different from that of Vasantasenà. 
Ràgama¤jarã had never entered into the profession of a courtesan, and was thus probably still 
a virgin, which is, according to The Law Code of Manu, a prerequisite for becoming a proper 
wife (see chap. 3.3, sentence 10 and 43). 
   
33 
 prasçtataraü ca sakhyaü mayà saha dhanamitrasya matparigrahatvaü ca 
ràgama¤jaryàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 9-10, p. 90) 
 
My friendship with Dhanamitra is well-known, and so are also my acceptance of 
Ràgama¤jarã in marriage.  
 
Apahàravarman confirms that he is going to marry Ràgama¤jarã. This line is spoken 
when, mad by drunkenness, he was arrested for attacking the police. In order to get out of this 
critical situation, he shouts to Ràgama¤jarã nurse, who had been following him, that it is the 
union of Dhanamitra and Ràgama¤jarã that is the reason for his rage. He also pretends to have 
stolen Ràgama¤jarã‘s jewellery. He accuses Ràgama¤jarã of being a wretched courtesan, 
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greedy for wealth. The nurse, who knows how to take a hint, asks him to forgive 
Ràgama¤jarã‘s only offence, and adds that a courtesan who lives by her looks is dependent 
upon her decorations. Although the conversation between Apahàravarman and the nurse is 
just an artifice and part of his plan to free himself, they are both playing on well-known 
perceptions of a courtesan‘s nature and her duty.  
 
31 
 naiùa nyàyo ve÷akulasya yaddàturapade÷aþ | na hyarthairnyàyàrjitaireva puruùà 
ve÷amupatiùñhanti  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 12-13, p. 88) 
 
It is improper for prostitutes to expose their patrons. After all, not every man who 
frequents prostitutes does so with honestly acquired money. 
 
Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother refuses to expose her daughter‘s clients to the king. She 
considers it her duty to protect her patrons. She admits that a courtesan is indifferent to how 
her client‘s money is obtained. The king is probably well aware of the fact that all sorts of 
men frequent a courtesan‘s house. 
The Artha÷àstra states that it is the duty of a courtesan to inform the king about the 
men who spend time with her. The reason for this is that enemies of the king might hide in the 
house of prostitutes.
174
  
In these lines Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother employs the word ve÷a twice, which indicates 
that she is speaking about what is improper for prostitutes in general. In the Artha÷àstra, the 
word ve÷a is used as a synonym to ve÷ya, which is the designation of all women engaged in 
prostitution.
175
  
 
5.2 The status of the courtesan 
The combination of being intellectual, artistic, and sexually available is the foundation for the 
courtesan‘s being a person of high esteem. As a keeper of culture and pleasure, she operates 
on an elite level of society, where she entertains extraordinary customers, such as kings and 
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Brahmins. She is indistinguishable from highborn ladies, and she assumes the same lifestyle 
and has much the same privileges as they do, even though she probably comes from lower 
strata of society.
176
 
 The courtesan is a natural part of the king‘s court and his harem. Her status, in relation 
to other women in the king‘s harem, is alluded to in the Kàmasåtra: In the evening, when the 
king visits the harem, he goes first to his wives, then to the punarbhuvas (widowed women), 
who probably served as concubines in the harem, then to the courtesans, and finally to the 
dancing girls. There he gives them attention according to the time they have served in the 
harem and their worth.
177
 The courtesan‘s position in the harem is thus higher than that of the 
dancing girls, but lower than those of the wives and the widowed women. 
 Even though the courtesan was lauded and held in high esteem in many texts, there is 
evidence that she was also insulted and mistreated. In the DKC the courtesan Chandrasenà is 
forcibly held by prince Bhãmadhanvan.
178
 In the Mçcchakañikaü, when the courtesan 
Vasantasenà had been rescued by a monk after she had been treated roughly by a man, she 
describes her condition as ―[w]hat befits the profession of a courtesan‖.179 
 The Artha÷àstra supplies special rules on inheritance for courtesans, which are 
completely different from the rules that bind other people. Inheritance in the courtesan family 
is within the maternal line. When a gaõikà dies, her daughters or her sisters inherit her 
belongings. If there are no daughters or sisters, her mother is entitled to inheritance.
180
  
 
11 
 tamekadà kàmama¤jarã nàmàïgapurãvataüsasthànãyà vàrayuvatir … sanirvedam 
abhyetya ... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 7, p. 65) 
 
One day a young courtesan called Kàmama¤jarã (bouquet of love), the ornament of the 
Aïga-capital, approached him.  
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Marãci refers to Kàmama¤jarã as the aïgapurãvataüsasthànãyà (ornament of the 
capital of Aïga), an epithet that reflects her high position in the city. Similar expressions are 
also found in the Mçcchakañikaü where Vasantasenà is described as nagarasya vibhåùaõaü181 
(ornament of the city) and nagara÷rã (treasure or good fortune of the city)
182
.  
 
20 
 þçùñena ca ràj¤à mahàrhai ratnàlaükàrairmahatà ca paribarheõànugçhya visçùñà 
vàramukhyàbhiþ pauramukhyai÷ca gaõa÷aþ pra÷asyamànà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 5-7, p. 72) 
  
She (Kàmama¤jarã) was sent away by the happy king who had favoured her with 
jewelled ornaments of great value and a large retinue, and was also applauded by 
crowds of prominent courtesans and principal citizens.  
 
Kàmama¤jarã is honoured with gifts and other valuables after she has managed to 
seduce Marãci. The bet on whether she would succeed was originally between Kàmama¤jarã 
and another courtesan, but it is the king who favours her with valuable gifts. This line 
confirms that superior courtesans associate with kings and other prominent people, and that 
they are respected and honoured by them. 
 
 22 
navapurvasu và puüstvamålan api tu prakçùñagaõikàpràrthyayauvano hi yaþ sa 
pumàn 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 7-8, p. 74) 
 
Neither form nor wealth is the test of manliness, but he alone is a man whose youth 
would be desired by the most superior courtesan. 
 
23 
ato yuvatilalàmabhåtà kàmama¤jarã yaü và kàmayate sa haratu subhagapatàkàm 
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(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9,  p. 74) 
 
Let him, whom Kàmama¤jarã, the jewel among young women, chooses for her love 
have the banner of good fortune. 
 
To be desired by an accomplished courtesan heightens a man‘s status. The positive 
influence bestowed by a courtesan is confirmed by the Dhårtaviñasaüvàda, a play by 
ä÷varadatta from the fifth to sixth century AD. It states that a man gains ―self confidence, 
heroism, ready wit, elegant pose, brilliance of spirit, knowledge of psychology and an 
acquaintance with the arts by attaching himself to a courtesan.‖183  
This line supports the view that a courtesan‘s company is precious and to be strived 
for. She is described as a valuable ornament and as a symbol of good luck.  
 
29 
 kàmama¤jaryapi katipayairevàhobhira÷ùmantaka÷eùamajinaratnadohà÷ayà 
svamabhyudayamakarot 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 9-10, p. 87) 
 
Within a few days, Kàmama¤jarã also reduced her large fortune to the ashes of a 
hearth, in anticipation of milking the precious bag.  
 
Kàmama¤jarã, who earlier is depicted as cunning and clever, has been conquered. Not 
by a man, or any other being, but by her own greed.  
 
30 
 deva yeyaü gaõikà kàmama¤jarã lobhotkarùàllobhama¤jarãti... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 11-12, p. 87) 
 
Your Majesty, the courtesan Kàmama¤jarã, because of her excessive greed, has been 
nicknamed Lobhama¤jarã (Bouquet of greed)... 
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Again there is a reference to the courtesan‘s inordinate greed. The courtesan‘s concern 
with money is often depicted in texts as greed, and it might well, in many instances, have 
been a fair description. However, the courtesan‘s market value is influenced by her wealth. 
Based on the Artha÷àstra, Sternbach says: ―Jewelry was one of the objects which added to the 
value and esteem of the gaõikà and was considered as a tool necessary for gaining subsistence 
by them.‖184 Thus, to secure a good earning power, a courtesan, who might be the only 
provider in the family, had to have a substantial collection of jewellery. For the courtesan, this 
might be a vicious circle, where one negative thing leads to another and aggravates the first. 
Her eagerness to earn money, to be able to buy jewellery, by which she is able to sustain or 
increase her income, might easily cause her to seem greedy. 
 
32 
 tasyaivadravyàõàü tu kenacidavayavena sà varàkã kàmama¤jarã 
carmaratnamçgatçùõikàpaviddhasarvasvà sànukampaü dhanmitràbhinoditena 
bhupenànvagçhyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 5-7, p. 89) 
 
Unlucky Kàmama¤jarã had given away everything she owned for the mirage of the 
precious bag. But prompted by Dhanamitra, the king took pity on her and granted her 
a portion of his (Arthapati‘s) property. 
 
The precious bag is a purse that allegedly will yield riches, on the condition that the 
owner returns everything that has been taken from others. Kàmama¤jarã has thus ruined 
herself in order to become more wealthy. However, the king feels responsible for her 
wellbeing and gives her some of Arthapati‘s property.  
This line again confirms that there is a close connection between kings and courtesans. 
One can, however, question if it was pity that was the driving force of the king. It is in the 
king‘s interest that a free courtesan is able to carry on with her business, as her income would 
be taxed by the king.
185
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45 
tasyàstu sakhã candrasenà nàma dhàtreyikà mama priyà’’sãt 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 16-17, p. 149) 
 
Her (princess Kandukàvatã‘s) friend and foster sister Chandrasenà, was my beloved. 
 
Chandrasenà, who is a courtesan, is brought up together with the princess. She might 
even be the princess‘s stepsister, as her mother obviously is a courtesan in the king‘s harem. If 
her mother had just been a courtesan in the king‘s service, she would have had her own 
residence
186
, and Chandrasenà would probably not have been presented as the princess‘s 
foster sister.  
 
48 
so’yamartho viditabhàvayà mayà svamàtre tayà ca tanmàtre mahiùyà ca 
manujendràya nivedayiùyate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 5-6, p. 154) 
 
This situation will be reported by me, who know her feelings, to my mother, by her to 
her (princess Kandukàvatã‘s) mother, and by the queen to the king. 
 
Chandrasenà‘s close connection with the harem can also be inferred from the fact that 
Chandrasenà‘s mother acts as a messenger when she wants to pass on information to the 
queen. Chandrasenà‘s mother must therefore have been in the circle around the queen.  
 
59 
 tatra ka÷citkulaputraþ kalàsu gaõikàsu càtiraktaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 2-3, p. 167) 
 
There lived a son of good family addicted to the fine arts and to courtesans. 
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A man who is attracted to the fine arts may find the company of a courtesan 
particularly pleasing. This line confirms that among the courtesan‘s clients, there are men 
from the upper level of society. 
 
5.3 Dangerous and powerful women 
The courtesan‘s intellect and skills, combined with her urge for money, makes her a powerful 
and potentially dangerous woman. Shah argues that the courtesan‘s control over her own 
money ―masculinised‖ her.187 This view is supported by the Mçcchakañikaü, where Càrudatta 
says: arthataþ puruùo nàrã yà nàrã sà’rthataþ pumàn (Through [the absence of] money, a man 
becomes a woman; and she who is a woman becomes a man, also through [the possession of] 
money).‖188 
 
19 
ni÷amyaitanniyatibalànnu tatpàñavànnu svabuddhimàndyànnu svaniyamamanàdçtya 
tasyàmasau pràsajat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9, p. 71) 
 
Whether owing to the power of destiny, or to her eloquence, or to the infirmity of his 
own mind, hearing this (Kàmama¤jarã‘s praising words of kàma) he (Marãci) became 
attached to her and disregarded his own vows.  
 
The courtesan had tremendous power owing to her looks, knowledge and rhetorical 
skills. While Kàmama¤jarã was staying in Marãci‘s hermitage, she used her abilities to make 
Marãci fall in love with her. She dressed herself in plain clothes, and full of counterfeit deep 
devotion she collected flowers for the worship of the deities. She also danced, sang and 
played, all for the propitiation of øiva, and within a short while the çùi (sage) fell for her. In 
addition, she elaborated on the importance of dharma as opposed to artha and kàma. 
That a courtesan is clever in speech is well known from literary sources. Sternbach 
quotes a verse that illustrates this: ―In the presence of a sovereign, among scholars and on 
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meeting with the courtesans even an eloquent man is embarrassed for fear intimidates his 
heart.‖189  
If it was infirmity of mind that made Marãci fall in love with Kàmama¤jarã, then what 
was the trigger? Marãci was fully aware that she was a courtesan. Moreover, her mother had 
told him that she was well educated in all the different arts. Could it be that her willingness to 
give up her independence attracted him and finally made him fall?  
 
21 
sva÷aktiniùiktaü ràgam uddhçtya tayaiva bandhakyà mahadvairàgyamarpitam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 16, p. 72 and line 1 p. 73) 
 
And this whore, after she had removed the passion instilled in me by her power, has 
now given me absolute dispassion. 
 
After Marãci had been deceived and seduced by Kàmama¤jarã, he no longer refers to 
her in approving terms. He now calls her as a bandhakã.  In M. Monier-Williams‘ dictionary 
the word bandhakã is translated as ―connected with many men, an unchaste woman, harlot, 
courtesan.‖190 Nicole Namouchi states: 
 
...bhandakã wird in den altindischen Texten rein als Schimpfwort gebraucht, vor allem gegenüber 
Frauen, die keine Prostituierten sind. Die Übersetzung mit "Hure" ist hier am treffensten [sic], da 
"Hure" im deutschen Sprachgebrauch auch als abwertendes Schimpfwort gegenüber Frauen im 
Allgemeinen verwendet wird.
191
 
 
Marãci‘s utterance may reflect a view on women that is moulded by the patriarchal 
mentality. When a woman is useful, or desired by a man, she is praised, but when she asserts 
herself, or puts an end to their relationship, she is despised. When Kàmama¤jarã devoted 
herself entirely to Marãci and his project, and transferred the control of her life to him, she 
was loveable, but when she retrieved it, he refers to her using the abusive term ―whore‖.      
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24 
subhagaümanyena ca mayàsvadhanasya svagçhasya svagaõasya svadehasya 
svajãvitasyaca saive÷varãkçtà kçta÷càhamanayà malamallaka÷eùaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 13-14, p. 74) 
 
Imagining myself lucky, I made her mistress of my wealth, my home, my people, my 
body, and my very life. All she left me was my loincloth. 
 
In this line Vasupàlita plays on the common notion that a courtesan is greedy and 
untrustworthy, and that profit, not real love, is a courtesan‘s object. In the Kàmasåtra several 
såtras are dedicated to ways to get money from a paramour and ways to get rid of him.
192
   
But why should Vasupàlita feel victimised by Kàmama¤jarã, when he initially knew 
that she was a courtesan whose profession is to sell her company and services for money? 
Why did he put the blame for his naivety on her? 
 In the Kuññanãmatam, the old bawd says: ―As for those fools who feel, in the very 
embraces of joyful girl, nought but the hurt to their purses, ask them if a lawful wife costs 
nothing to feed and clothe.‖193 In other words, a courtesan‘s client should acknowledge that 
she needs her income to sustain herself and her family.  
 
46 
dviùadbhiþ prakhyàpito’si tasmiüstvayyuparate yadyahaü jãveyaü nç÷aüso ve÷a 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 12-13, p. 150) 
 
If I were to live after you were dead, I would be confirming the saying that a prostitute 
is fatal to men. 
 
The courtesan Chandrasenà states that it is a common belief that prostitutes are 
dangerous to men. She is using the word ve÷a, which indicates that she is making a general 
statement about women who trades their bodies. 
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Again, the underlying attitude for this belief is that innocent men can be exploited by 
the blameworthy courtesan. When men are fascinated by and desirous of a courtesan, whose 
main duty is to profit, the blame for the consequences gets put on the object of their 
fascination.   
 
47 
 sàyaü copasçtya candrasenà rahasi  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 13, p. 153) 
 
In the evening Chandrasenà approached us in secret. 
 
In contrast to respectable women, a courtesan is free to move around as she likes. Her 
freedom of movement empowers her, because it gives her the freedom of choice. When she 
visits public places, such as gardens and festival sites, she can choose among men who seek 
her favours, and competing rivals may push up the price for her services.
194
  
She is, however, not free from danger when she walks alone, particularly not after 
dark. Therefore, the Artha÷àstra offers rules to protect prostitutes from being violated by 
watchmen during the night. This rule is strict and applicable to watchmen only, as they were 
the prostitute‘s only protection during the night. The Artha÷àstra states that for violating a 
råpàjãvà (woman who lives by her beauty) he shall be fined with 12 paõa. Even if this penalty 
was high, it was nothing compared to the penalty for violating a kulastrã (highborn lady), 
which was death.
195
  
 
5.4 Gaõikàmàtç - the great matriarch 
The courtesan‘s household can be seen as an inverted version of the patriarchal home. It 
differs from the patriarchal households surrounding it by being strictly matrilocal, as the 
female offspring remain living in the mother‘s house. Shah argues that ―the household is the 
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arena in which gender relations are structured and maintained.‖196 In the house of a courtesan, 
the livelihood is supplied by women, and the protector and head of the family is a woman. 
In the courtesan‘s household, the birth of a daughter is celebrated, because the welfare 
of the whole family depends on the continuous earning power of their young women. The 
birth of a boy, on the other hand, is of little use to the family. The low value of a son is 
reflected in the Kuññanãmatam: duhitara eva ÷làghyà dhig loka§ putrajanmasa§tuùñam (only 
daughters are praiseworthy; shame upon those who rejoice in the birth of a son).
197
 This view 
is totally different from views normally held in ancient India, where the birth of a son was a 
necessity for the father‘s salvation.198  The Artha÷àstra too, points to the low value set on the 
son of a gaõikà, by denying him the right of inheritance from his mother.
199
 In the 
Mçcchakañikaü the sons of courtesans, here referred to as bandhulas (bastards), explains who 
they are: paragçhalalitàþ  parànnapuùñàþ parapuruùairjanitàþ paràïaganàsu | 
paradhananiratà guõeùvavàcyà gajakalabhà iva bandhulà lalàmaþ (we are, indeed, 
bandhulas, that sport about like cubs of elephants, being reared in other people‘s houses, fed 
on others‘ food, begotten by other men upon stranger-women, enjoying others‘ riches, and 
possessing no [particular] merits to speak of.‖200 In contrast to the patriarchal home, where 
children belong to the father (see chap. 3.4, sentence 42), in the courtesan‘s household they 
are entirely under the mother‘s control.201   
The head of the courtesan household is the gaõikàmàtç (courtesan‘s mother). She can 
either be a real mother, or she can be adopted by the gaõikà. In some texts she is referred to as 
kuññanã (bawd). It is clear that a gaõikà is dependent upon her mother, real or adopted, to take 
care of her financial matters and for the organization of her household, which might be quite 
large. In the DKC, when Kàmama¤jarã pretends to seek refuge in Marãci‘s hermitage, 
numerous people of her household follow her: màtçpramukhas tadàptavargaþ
202
 (a crowd of 
relatives headed by the mother). A courtesan‘s mother is also her protection against the 
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different men who surround her. Shah argues that it is the presence of the kuññanã that prevents 
a courtesan from becoming ―an object of exchange between the pimp and the clients.‖203  
The gaõikàmàtç, or kuññanã, is a well known stereotype in Sanskrit literature, often 
depicted as old, ugly, cruel, and greedy. The Kuññanãmatam describes her thus:  an old woman 
with few teeth and a pug nose; her belly has soft and bloated flesh; her eyes are sunken, under 
their fallen lids; her rare white hair drops on to her neck, which is ploughed with a knot of 
veins. 
204
 She is also described as ―a river filled with crocodiles from which it is best to stay 
away‖.205 However, the frequent caricaturing of the gaõikàmàtç cannot conceal the fact that 
she must be a well qualified and acknowledged leader. She is well educated and in addition, 
she is a woman of experience. Her own experience combined with the accumulated 
knowledge gathered from generations of courtesans, makes her a powerful expert in her field.     
 
12 
 bhagavan, asyà me doùameùà vo dàsã vij¤àpayati doùa÷ca mama 
svàdhikàrànuùñàpanam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 1-2, p. 66) 
 
Your holiness, your humble slave is bringing before you my offence against her (my 
daughter, Kàmama¤jarã); my fault lies in making her perform the duties of her proper 
profession. 
 
Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother refers to her daughter‘s duties, and she is implicitly drawing 
attention to her own, which is to facilitate her daughter‘s business and manage her household. 
 
13 
eùa hi gaõikàmàturadhikàro yad ...  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-3, p. 66) 
 
This is the duty of the mother of a courtesan: ... 
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Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother lists her duties as a gaõikàmàtç:  to take care of her physical 
needs and develop her beauty, to instruct her in erotic science in all its branches; to give her 
training in the arts of dance, song, music, acting, painting, as well as the culinary arts and in 
the art of preparing flowers, to teach her reading, writing and how to express herself with 
eloquence. Furthermore she should to teach her some grammar, logic and astrology, and make 
her adept in the art of earning a living, in amusement, and in the art of gambling.  
In addition to this list, which is closely derived from Kàmasåtra, her mother must 
make sure that her daughter receives practical instruction, by reliable people, in the secrets of 
sexual science, and at the proper time introduce her to the public. She must also oversee her 
work, and make sure that her customers pay the highest possible price.
 206
 
 
6 Conclusion 
 
In order to understand the dual concept of femaleness, which seems to prevail in the classical 
Sanskrit literature, a number of sources have been explored. The main text has been the DKC, 
which has been studied both as a source of different attitudes held towards women, and as a 
source of knowledge about women‘s options for power and control of their lives. The text has 
thus been treated as a source of socio-historical knowledge. One of the aims of the analysis 
has been to explore whether attitudes towards women, as they explicitly and implicitly have 
been expressed in the DKC, conform to those expressed in other texts. 
The analysis has been structured into three themes: female nature, the wife, and the 
courtesan, each of them analysed in the light of norms of proper female behaviour supplied by 
The Law Code of Manu. Furthermore, these themes have been studied in view of the 
Kàmasåtra and the Artha÷àstra. Other texts, such as the Mçcchakañikaü, the Kuññanãmatam, 
and the Mahàbhàrata, have also contributed to shed light on the twofold notion of femaleness. 
Notions on female nature underlie and support attitudes to women. It has been claimed 
that women‘s subordinated position in the patriarchal society may be explained by the belief 
that females are more nature, or uncultured, than men. This notion is largely based on the 
female physiology and bodily functions, which were the bases for concepts of purity and 
impurity, and which ultimately excluded women from positions of power. It has been shown 
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that this claim was supported by The Law Code of Manu, which warns Brahmins of the 
polluting effect of menstruating women and of women who recently have given birth. 
 In the DKC women are often compared to nature, but never in a negative way. It is 
nature‘s positive qualities, such as beauty, fertility and bountifulness, which are expressly 
attributed to women; no concepts of purity or impurity are explicitly stated. However, such 
notions may be inferred from the text, particularly with regard to widows and women 
separated from their husbands. Kàntimatã gets the king‘s permission to commit satã after her 
husband‘s death, in order to spare her family the disgrace of her unfortunate widowhood. The 
yakùī Tàràvalī, who was cursed to be separated from her husband, displayed the same outer 
signs of inauspiciousness as a widow; an emaciated body and worn out cloths.  
The Law Code of Manu, which may be seen as representing patriarchal values and 
concerns, describes female nature in a rather negative way. Not only does the law book 
describe women as lustful, cruel, fickle, and badly behaved, it also claims that these traits are 
assigned to them by Prajàpati, the Lord of Creation. The DKC, on the other hand, does not 
ascribe these attributes to any of the female characters in the tale, neither does it moralize 
about female behaviour. However, Mitragupta, one of the male heroes, relates the story of 
Dhåminã, a woman who manifests many of the negative traits listed by The Law Code of 
Manu, and who behaves in ways contrary to those of a good wife. Furthermore, on two 
occasions women in the tale are tested on these undesirable qualities. It may thus be inferred 
that it was a common view that female nature was likely to contain certain malevolent traits. 
Furthermore, patriarchy has to protect itself against the possible evil effects of female 
nature. This concern might explain why the rules and regulations in The Law Code of Manu 
always advance male interests. The Law recommends strict control of women, throughout 
their lives, to safeguard the stability of the family and the society. As seen from the analysis 
above, the rules for proper female behaviour limited a woman‘s freedom of movement, as 
well as regulated and controlled her sexuality. Furthermore, rules on inheritance and 
ownership of property minimised her options of economical independence.  
The importance of controlling women may explain why The Law Code of Manu 
declares marriage to be the primary goal of women. In marriage the ownership of a woman, 
and the duty to control her, are transferred from her father to her husband. Marriage is the 
only means for a kulastrã to live a respectable life and to attain salvation. Furthermore, The 
Law Code of Manu states that a woman‘s questionable character may be transformed by the 
wedding rites, as she takes on her husband‘s (good) characters in marriage. 
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The importance of marriage is clearly stated in the DKC, although there is no 
indication of a transformation of character. Marriages are normally arranged by the father, but 
there are instances where both men and women make their own choice of marriage partner. 
The DKC confirms that it is a father‘s duty to give his daughter in marriage to a man of good 
quality. It also contains instances where a father has given his daughter as a gift of gratitude, 
or as a trophy of war.   
The analysis of rules and concepts pertaining to the wife shows that from a male 
perspective, she is a benevolent force as long as she conforms to the regulations imposed 
upon her. Without the wife‘s voluntary or forced subjugation to her husband, the social 
system of the patriarchy would not survive. It has been shown that The Law Code of Manu 
contains several rules that regulate the life of the wife and thus secures male supremacy.  
A wife was not free to move about as she wanted. The Law Code of Manu states that 
moving outside the house is one of the things that corrupt women. It was even seen as 
shameful for a woman to be seen outside her home without a guardian. This view is 
confirmed by the Artha÷àstra, which allows highborn ladies to spin and weave for the king‘s 
factories in their own houses, in order to protect their reputation. It can be inferred from the 
DKC that strict control of women‘s movements is important, and that respectable ladies 
normally yielded to their husband‘s control. Nitambavatã, who is a lady of high birth, is 
initially reluctant to leave her house unguarded. However, she is framed by a stranger and 
leaves her house on her own. This proves to be dangerous, with the result that she is expelled 
by her husband. The story of Nitambavatã may serve as a warning against violating the rules 
of proper behaviour. 
Marriage at an early age was a recommended means to exercise control over women‘s 
sexuality, and to safeguard the young bride‘s virginity. The importance of the bride being a 
virgin is clearly stated in The Law Code of Manu. It is a father‘s duty to inform about 
possible defects in the bride, and a girl who has lost her virginity is a defective bride. The 
emphasis placed on virginity reflects the importance of a man to being sure that the children 
are his. The DKC too, emphasises the need to guard the virginity of young girls. Princess 
Maõikarõikà was placed as a child in an underground palace to protect her from being 
corrupted by men, and a Brahmin‘s ―daughter‖ was trusted to the king for his protection, 
because her father found it difficult to control a girl without a mother.  
The Law Code of Manu tells women to never act independently, and to always remain 
under the control of men. A wife‘s dependency upon her husband is secured by denying her 
rights to inheritance, as well as ownership of property and the right to dispose of her own 
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income. Women‘s wealth is only briefly touched upon in the DKC. On only two occasions are 
economical resources mentioned: once when Gominã is described as a girl who has lost both 
her parents and her wealth, and once when queen Kalpasundarã refers to her own great wealth 
as a means to install her lover in her husband‘s place. 
The Law Code of Manu states explicitly that a wife is a blessing on account of her 
fertility and her ceaseless service to her husband. She is the field in which her husband‘s 
children are produced. The importance of a son is immense in the patriarchal society. If she 
fails to beget at least one son, her husband‘s and his forefather‘s happiness in the afterlife are 
in danger. The Law Code of Manu states that a wife who bears no son can legally be deserted 
after eleven years. Even when she is deserted or widowed, she is expected to remain faithful 
to her husband for as long as she lives. A husband, on the other hand, is encouraged by The 
Law Code of Manu to take a new wife if his first wife is barren or dies. The question of issues 
is no theme for the heroes in the DKC. The reason may be that they are all quite young and 
still occupied with their digvijaya (conquest of various countries in all directions) and their 
love affairs.  
A good wife‘s foremost duty is unwavering lifelong devotion to her husband, 
regardless of his character. The husband, on the contrary, may expel a wife and take another 
one if she as much as speaks in a way that displeases him. The Kàmasåtra gives a detailed 
description on how a devoted wife should behave towards her husband. With regard to the 
serving and pleasing aspects of the wife‘s duties, the Kàmasåtra is in complete agreement 
with The Law Code of Manu. However, the Kàmasåtra does not demand of a wife that she 
shall worship her husband as a god, when he is bereft of good qualities. The way the good 
wife is described in the DKC is to a large extent in accordance with The Law Code of Manu 
and the Kàmasåtra. The story of Gominã elaborates all the good qualities of a pativratà. She is 
humble, modest, clever at housekeeping, and she loyally serves her husband as a god, even 
when he amuses himself with a courtesan. She never questions her husband‘s morality, and 
she finds it natural to place her husband‘s need above her own. Ratnavatã, the wife who was 
abandoned by her husband because she thoughtlessly had offended him, strives to get her 
husband back so that she can fulfil her duty as a wife and be of service to him. Ironically, it 
was her concern with being a good wife that caused Nitambavatã to be accused of being a 
demon, and finally be expelled by her husband. Because she was childless and eager to 
bestow a child upon her husband, she transgressed her duties of not leaving the house without 
his permission. Kalpasundarã, on the other hand, is depicted in a way that goes contrary to the 
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norms of a faithful and virtuous wife. She dislikes her husband, and refuses to respect him, 
and she even initiates a meeting with her lover who later kills her husband. 
For a wife, even her salvation is dependent on her service to her husband. Because she 
is denied knowledge of the Vedas, and implicitly the right to live and study with a guru, her 
only option for a happy afterlife is to serve her husband as her deity. On the other hand, if she 
is unfaithful, she will be disgraced in this world, be afflicted with diseases, and in her next life 
she will be reborn as a jackal.  
It has been shown that a kulastrã has few options of power over her life. She is 
restricted with regard to her movements, she is economically dependent, and sexually 
controlled. Her source of power lies in the patriarchy‘s need for the sexual purity of the wife, 
which guaranties the pure lineage of the husband. In the DKC, the story of Ratnavatã 
illustrates the desperation of a woman who has been left by her husband. Ratnavatã has no 
other options for a respectable live than to win her husband back.  
Even though men seem to take great care in controlling women, several women in the 
DKC are depicted as clever in circumventing male control. Princess Kanakalekhà smuggles 
Mantragupta into her apartment, and queen Kalpasundarã sneaks away to meet her lover 
Upahàravarman in the garden. While The Law Code of Manu continuously emphasises the 
importance of women being virtuous, and warns against the consequences of infidelity, the 
DKC does not describe the women who transgress the law book‘s norms as immoral. On the 
contrary, the quest for pleasure seems to be also acknowledged for women, at least when it 
benefits the heroes of the tale. On this point, the DKC is in agreement with the Kàmasåtra, 
whose main concern is pleasure and erotic love for both men and women. 
In striking contrast to the controlled, uneducated and virtuous wife, is the 
uncontrolled, accomplished, and sexually unrestricted courtesan. She is free to move about as 
she likes, and she is economically independent of one man. While the pativratà is solely 
benevolent, the gaõikà is potentially dangerous, and might be a threat to patriarchal values. It 
is thus important for patriarchy that the world of the wife and the world of the courtesan are 
kept separate. As seen from the analysis, notions of impurity with regard to the gaõikà, which 
are emphasised in The Law Code of Manu, may be used to serve this end. The ambiguity in 
attitudes with regard to the courtesan may arise from two conditions: the courtesan is 
desirable because of her beauty, knowledge, and sexual availability, but she is not willing to 
be had for free. Since her main object is profit, a man can never feel confident with regards to 
her affection; because she can easily dispose of him for the advantage of a wealthier rival.  
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The courtesan‘s svadharma is dealt with in detail in the analysis. While there is no 
mention of the courtesan‘s duties in The Law Code of Manu, other texts such as the 
Kàmasåtra, the Kuññanãmatam, and the Artha÷àstra, elaborate on this subject. The texts agree 
upon the courtesan‘s duty to be available to the clients and her duty to charge for her services. 
Furthermore, as the courtesan‘s education and upbringing is expensive, it is expected that she 
will support her family when she is old enough to enter her career as a courtesan. In the DKC, 
Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother accuses her daughter of neglecting her duties, when she takes refuge 
in Marãci‘s hermitage. She reminds Kàmama¤jarã that her duty is readiness towards her 
customer, and the financial support of her family. It is obvious that her daughter‘s income is 
vital to her family, because without it her whole family will starve. Furthermore, because the 
courtesan household is dependent upon the daughters‘ income, the mother objects to her 
second daughter, Ràgama¤jarã, aspirations to become a housewife. She argues that it is 
wealth, not love, which is a courtesan‘s proper object.  
 Both the Artha÷àstra and the Kàmasåtra state that a gaõikà is held in high esteem on 
account of her beauty and accomplishment. Other texts, like the Kuññanãmatam and the 
Mçcchakañikaü, impart nuances to this view by explicitly stating that it is shameful to be 
associated with a courtesan. The DKC confirms the high status of the courtesan; Kàmama¤jarã 
is praised for being the ornament of the city, her favours are sought after, and it is considered 
good fortune and a proof of manliness to be desired by her. There is nothing in the DKC to 
support the view that a courtesan‘s company may bring disgrace. On the contrary, 
Kàmama¤jarã is shown to be worthy of the honour of both the king and other eminent people. 
However, it is stated that it is a common view that a courtesan may bring about a man‘s 
downfall. 
It is the courtesan‘s intelligence, knowledge, and desire for money, combined with the 
fact that her sexuality is beyond male control, which make her powerful and potentially 
dangerous to men. The Mçcchakañikaü links the courtesan‘s power to her wealth, by stating 
that she may be regarded a man on account of her money. The DKC clearly depicts the 
dangerous aspect of the courtesan. Marãci fell in love with Kàmama¤jarã, and neglects his 
vows, because she uses her great skills to seduce him. Similarly, Vasupàlita loses all his 
wealth because he entrusts it to Kàmama¤jarã, whom he believes to be in love with him. On 
the other hand, Ràgama¤jarã, who is willing to transfer the control of her sexuality to a 
husband, is depicted as having noble and generous thoughts that go contrary to the duties of a 
courtesan. 
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The courtesans‘ concern with money has earned her a reputation of being greedy. The 
Kuññanãmatam rationalizes why a courtesan must pay attention to profit; she simply needs to 
supply herself and her family with food and clothing. The DKC does not seem to 
acknowledge that earning money is the practical side of a courtesan‘s profession, and it gives 
a rather biased picture of her as obsessed with money. It depicts Kàmama¤jarã as exceedingly 
greedy by pointing out that she has tapped her client, Vasupàlita, for his wealth. She has also 
ruined herself in order to milk a magical purse for riches.    
Compared to the wife, the courtesan may be conceived of as a woman in control of her 
own life, an impression that to a certain extent is correct. A courtesan is free to move about, 
she can build up her own wealth, and she has the right to own property. However, with regard 
to her sexuality, the gaõikà has to yield to the control of her mother, who is the head of her 
matriarchal household. It might seem as if the courtesan has autonomy, but it is the 
gaõikàmàtç who had real power.The gaõikàmàtç facilitates the courtesan‘s education, she 
introduces her into the marketplace, and she makes sure that her daughter receives the highest 
price possible. The gaõikàmàtç is both feared and respected. As a former courtesan, she has 
an extensive education and is experienced in her profession. Her knowledge spans from how 
to manage the family business, to efficient methods for making stingy customers pay. The 
important position of the gaõikàmàtç is confirmed by the DKC. In the story of Marãci, 
Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother gives a detailed description on her duties as the mother of a courtesan. 
She also makes it clear that her authority is unquestionable, and that her daughter must never 
disobey either her mother or her grandmother.  
The wife/courtesan dichotomy creates a patriarchal dilemma, so to speak. The 
dilemma is caused by the norms of proper conduct, which patriarchy imposes upon women, 
and which divide females into sexually pure or sexually degraded women. While men need 
the domestic services and children provided by the protected and pure wife, they also want the 
intellectual stimuli and sexual pleasure provided by the beautiful courtesan. To rationalise 
their need for both types of women, men have described in different ways prostitution as a 
safety valve which serves them, and by implication the family and society. The patriarchal 
attitude which views prostitution as a necessary evil is echoed in male texts such as the 
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Kuññanãmatam, which states that ―sex with the wife is necessary for the sake of progeny and 
intercourse with a prostitute for avoiding sickness (vyàdhi), i.e., excessive sexual desire.‖207  
The wife and the courtesan represent two archetypes in ancient Indian literature. They 
belong to mutually exclusive spheres, and cater to male needs in totally different ways. The 
two types of women have been compared in the analogy of a chariot and a bullock cart
208
, a 
statement which alludes to the beauty and refinement of the courtesan, and the purity and 
plainness of the wife. The irony is that the courtesan, who is shared by many men, and whose 
sexuality is a means for profit, exercises a greater power than that of the pure and protected 
wife.  
   It has been shown that the female characters in the DKC differ in many ways from 
the norms of proper behaviour stated in The Law Code of Manu. The DKC seems to take a 
more liberal view of female behaviour than that of the law book, as it often depicts women as 
active in initiating and facilitating a love relationship. In this way women are portrayed as 
more or less equal partners. Furthermore, both men and women are easily affected by 
emotions, and tend to fall in love at first sight. However, women are also objectified. It is 
pointed out in the analysis that Queen Vasumatã is compared to the earth, and as such she can 
implicitly be conquered and mastered by the king. 
 Although women in the tale may employ clever tricks to make the man they desire 
fall for them, they are never depicted as behaving improperly. The only woman who is 
portrayed as immoral is Dhåminã. She is, however, no character in the text, but rather a figure 
used to illustrate the hardheartedness of women.  
   While the reader of the DKC is made familiar with the thoughts and emotional states 
of the heroes in the tale, very little is revealed of the female characters‘ emotions and 
aspirations. The only the exception is Kalpasundarã, who explains in great detail what she 
feels about her husband, why she is disappointed by him, and implicitly what kind of qualities 
she would like her husband to have.  
The attitudes toward the female characters in the DKC are mainly sympathetic. 
However, the text also reflects that the view of women in general is ambivalent. Women are 
often alluded to as cunning and fickleminded, but also as virtuous, devoted, and goodhearted. 
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With regard to the courtesan, the DKC reveals the same ambiguity. She is depicted as both 
skilful and worthy of honour, and as cunning, greedy and deceptive. On the whole, the 
attitudes towards women in the DKC are close to those found in the Kàmasåtra: to serve men 
is a woman‘s main object, either in the capacity of a wife or a courtesan. At the same time, the 
DKC acknowledges a woman‘s right to take actions to secure her own happiness. It might be 
added though, that this is acknowledged as long as it does not go contrary to the happiness of 
the hero.  
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 Appendix I 
 
The Daśakumāracarita – a summary 
This summary will provide a brief presentation of the plot. When making a summary, one has 
to select from the text what one considers as being the important elements of the story. My 
selection will necessarily be influenced by my interest in matters relating to women, and by 
the fact that I am a woman born and raised in the West.  
The pårvapãñhikà (beginning), which contains the first five chapters of the book and 
the uttarapãñhikà, which is the concluding chapter, are the paraphrased missing sections of 
Daõóin‘s original work. The central bulk, the da÷akumàracarita, is Daõóin‘s own work and 
consists of eight chapters. The original text is taken from M. R. Kale, Daśakumàracarita of 
Daõóin: with a commentary, edited by M.R. Kale, (Bombay: Gopal Narayan & Co., 1925). 
 
Pårvapãñhikà, chapter I  
King Ràjahaüsa, the mighty and honourable ruler of Puùpapurī in the land of Magadha, lives 
happily with his queen Vasumatī.   
The king has three hereditary ministers named Dharmapàla, Padmodbhava and 
Sitavarma, and each of them has sons. Dharmapàla had Sumantra, Sumitra and Kàmapàla; 
Padmodbhava has Suśruta and Ratnodbhava; and Sitavarma‘s sons are Sumati and 
Satyavarman. Kàmapàla (badly behaved and attracted to courtesans), Ratnodbhava (engaged 
in commerce), and Satyavarman (religiously inclined), all left for foreign countries. The four 
remaining young men: Sumantra, Sumitra, Suśruta, and Sumati, inherits the posts as ministers 
when their fathers die. 
A war breaks out between Ràjahaüsa and the Màlava king, Mànasàra. Ràjahaüsa is at 
first victorious, but is later defeated and has to retreat into the Vindhya forest with the women 
of his harem. Eager for revenge, Ràjahaüsa consults the sage Vàmadeva, who tell him that 
his kingdom will be restored by his son in the future.  
Within a short time his son, named Ràjavàhana, is born, and at the same time sons are 
born to his four ministers. These are named Pramati, Mitragupta, Mantragupta, and Viśruta.  
While living in the forest, five other boys are on different occasions brought to the king and 
his queen: two of them are the sons of the king‘s ally Prahàravarman, the king of Mithilà, and 
are called Upahàravarman, and Apahàravarman, one is the son of Ratnodbhava, called 
 Puùpodbhava, another is the son of Kàmapàla and the yakùī209 Tàràvalī, called Arthapàla, and 
the fifth boy is the son of Satyavarman, named Somadatta. These five boys had been 
separated from their parents in dramatic ways. In this way, the ten Kumàràs
210
 are brought 
together. They are educated in the necessary arts and sciences and grow up together. 
 
Pårvapãñhikà, chapter II  
When the princes have grown up and are skilled in all the arts, the sage Vàmadeva advises the 
king to send the young men out to conquer the world. They journey together deep into the 
Vindhya forest. There they meet a Brahmin named Màtaïga who has lived sinfully in the 
company of savages. The Brahmin, now changed for the better, has been instructed by øiva to 
become the overlord of the netherworld Rasàtala, and it has been foretold to him that he will 
meet prince Ràjavàhana, who will assist him in his mission. In private, he tells Ràjavàhana 
about the vision he has had, and at midnight they secretly leave for Rasàtala, which they reach 
through a hidden cave.  
In Rasàtala they are met by Kàlindã, the lovely daughter of the ruler of the underworld. 
Her father has been killed by Viùõu, who had been troubled by his power and heroism. The 
princess has been foretold that she shall marry the Brahmin. With Ràjavàhana‘s consent they 
marriy and the prince ascends to the surface to meet with his friends.  
Next morning, unable to find Ràjavàhana, the young men set out in search for him. 
Before they take leave of each other they agree upon a place to meet again.  
When Ràjavàhana comes back after having assisted the Brahmin, he sees that his 
friends are gone. He starts his wandering and finally he reaches Ujjain the Vast
211
. There, in a 
pleasure garden, he sees Somadatta together with a beautiful lady and his retinue. Happily 
reunited with his friend, Ràjavàhana urges Somadatta to tell him about his adventures.  
 
Pårvapãñhikà, chapter III  
On his journey Somadatta meets a brahmin who tells him that king Vīraketu had been forced 
to give his daughter, Vàmalocanà, in marriage to Mattakàla, king of Lañà. Vīraketu‘s minister, 
Mànapàla, has been appointed to escort the princess to Laña, where the wedding is to take 
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 Viśala Ujjain is Ujjain the Vast (Onians, p. 582) 
 place. After Mànapàla unsuccessfully tries to assassinate Mattakàla, they meet in a 
tumultuous fight. Somadatta, who had met Mànapàla‘s servants when he was in prison 
accused of stealing a gemstone, joins the battle and manages to kill Mattakàla. 
Full of gratitude, Vīraketu gives his daughter Vàmalocanà to Somadatta in marriage 
and makes him heir to the throne. Instructed by a siddha (a seer) he goes to the temple of 
Mahàkàla where he meets Ràjavàhana.  When the prince has heard about Somadatta‘s 
adventures and has related his own story, he sees Puùpodbhava approaching. Delighted, 
Ràjavàhana asks him to unfold his tale. 
 
Pårvapãñhikà, chapter IV 
While resting in the shadow on a hot day, Puùpodbhava sees a man falling from a steep cliff 
right above him. He manages to catch the man while still in mid-descent. The man turns out 
to be his father, Ratnodbhava, who (unable to bear the grief of his lost wife any longer) had 
tried to commit suicide by throwing himself from a cliff. Shortly after, he also rescues a lady, 
who grievously wants to end her life by immolating herself in fire. The lady turns out to be 
his mother, Suvçttà. In this way he is reunited with his parents. 
Puùpodbhava continues his journey. En route to Ujjayinī, he acquires great wealth due 
to magical power. In Ujjayinī he makes friends with the merchant Bandhupàla, and fall in 
love with his daughter Bàlachandrikà, who returns his affection. Prince Dàruvarman, a man 
she detests, is also in love with her and he is determined to have her, if necessary by force. 
Puùpodbhava advises Bàlachandrikà to tell everyone that she is being possessed by a 
yakùa (supernatural being), and that she will marry the man who will free her from the spirit. 
Tempted by the reward, Dàruvarman tries to conquer the yakùa, but he is killed by 
Puùpodbhava disguised as Bàlachandrikà‘s female attendant. Still in disguise, Puùpodbhava 
cries out to the crowd outside the house that the yakùa is killing Dàruvarman. In the turmoil 
that follows, he and Bàlachandrikà manage to slip away. A few days later they are married.  
On the day predicted by Bandhupàla‘s omens, Puùpodbhava goes outside the city 
where he meets Ràjavàhana and Somadatta. Puùpodbhava renders his story, and after having 
arranged a future reunion with Somadatta, they bid him goodbye.  Puùpodbhava and 
Ràjavàhana then enter the beautiful city Avantikà, where Ràjavàhana is introduced as a 
Brahmin. 
 
 
 Pårvapãñhikà, chapter V 
One day while Ràjavàhana is staying in Avantikà, he sees the beautiful princess 
Avantisundarã and her friend Bàlachandrikà in the pleasure garden. Avantisundarã is the 
daughter of king Mànasàra, the old enemy of his father, king Ràjahaüsa. Ràjavàhana and 
Avantisundarã fall in love, and both remember that they had been married to each other in a 
former life. 
 In his advancing old age, king Mànasàra has consecrated his son Darpasàra king of 
Ujjayinī. Darpasàra has then appointed his despotic cousins, Caõóavarman and Dàruvarman, 
to take care of the land, before he goes to do penance at the mountain Kailàsa. Of these two, 
Dàruvarman had been killed by Puùpodbhava, which made Caõóavarman the sole ruler. 
  Ràjavàhana is in the pleasure garden pondering how to get into the women‘s harem, 
when he is approached by a magician, who promises to help him. The magician goes to the 
king and gets his permission to set up his show. During the show, Ràjavàhana and 
Avantisundarã are legally married, while Caõóavarman believes that the marriage is a delusion 
and part of the show. After the magician has received gifts from the king and has been 
dismissed, the married couple withdraw into her splendid chamber. 
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter I 
While the newly wedded couple are soundly sleeping, they are suddenly awakened to find that 
Ràjavàhana‘s feet are chained. Avantisundarã is screaming in fear, and in the turmoil that 
follows, the harem guards discover the prince and go to report the matter to Caõóavarman. 
Caõóavarman is furious, and when he recognises the prince as a friend of Puùpodbhava, 
whose wife has brought about his younger brother‘s death, he wants to execute him 
immediately. However, the old king Mànasàra and his queen manag to save him from being 
put to death and instead he is put in a wooden cage and kept imprisoned, while Caõóavarman 
awaits king Darpasàra‘s final order.  
 Trusting no one, king Caõóavarman carries the imprisoned prince along when he 
marches out against king Siühavarman who has refused Caõóavarman‘s request for his 
daughter. Caõóavarman besieges Caüpà and captures Siühavarman and his daughter 
Ambàlikà, whom he intends to marry the next day.  
 Then a courier announces that Darpasàra has ordered the execution of Ràjavàhana. 
Caõóavarman instructs that as soon as he has married Ambàlikà, the prince is to be taken out 
to be trampled to death by an elephant. In the same instant as the prince is brought in front of 
 the elephant, the chains fall from his ankles and turns into an apsaras (a divine nymph), who 
has been cursed into that form by a sage.   
 While Ràjavàhana in this way has become free, a cry goes up that Caõóavarman has 
been killed by a thief in the same moment that he stretched out desirously to take the hand of 
Ambàlikà. The thief turns out to be Ràjavàhana‘s friend, Apahàravarman. 
 Meanwhile, several allies of king Siühavarman that have been requested for help by 
Apahàravarman arrive with their forces. Siühavarman and his daughter are thus rescued. 
Among these allies are all the rest of the prince‘s companions, and in turn all of them narrate 
their adventures. Apahàravarman is the first to recount his tale. 
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter II 
While he is wandering in search for Ràjavàhana, Apahàravarman seeks out the sage Marãci in 
hope of finding out where the prince has gone. The sage promises the prince to help him and 
asks him to stay in the city for a while. He then relates his own story of how he has 
temporarily lost his powers. 
One day, a courtesan named Kàmama¤jarã came to the hermitage with tears streaming 
down her face. Her mother and her relatives came rushing in after her. Kàmama¤jarã told 
Marãci that she wanted to stay in the hermitage to perform religious austerity and find 
happiness in the next world. Kàmama¤jarã‘s mother appealed to Marãci for help and related to 
him all she had invested in her daughter to make her a good courtesan. She said that if 
Kàmama¤jarã was to stay in the forest; all her family would starve to death. Kàmama¤jarã 
stayed in the hermitage and little by little Marãci fell in love with her. He turned his back on 
austerities and started a life as a lover. Then one day Kàmama¤jarã took him to town, and on a 
festival day she brought him to the park where she was greeted by the king and given valuable 
gifts. After that she dismissed Marãci and told him to return to the forest. She explained to 
him that she had won a bet with another courtesan on whether she was smart enough to 
conquer the great Marãci. Marãci was immediately cured of his love and returned to his 
hermitage. There he took up his austerities to regain his powers again.  
 After having spent the night at Marãci‘s hermitage, Apahàravarman proceeds to 
Caüpà. On his way he makes friends with Vasupàlita, also called Viråpaka because he is so 
ugly. This man has also fallen victim to Kàmama¤jarã, and she has stripped him of all his 
belongings and left him with nothing. Apahàravarman feels sorry for the man and promises to 
make Kàmama¤jarã return to him all the wealth that she has taken. Apahàravarman enters the 
 city and takes up the profession of a gambler and a thief. He makes friends with the gambler 
Vimardaka, who teaches him about the city.  
 On a dark night he meets Kulapàlikà, the daughter of a merchant. She has been 
promised in marriage to Dhanamitra who, after his parents died, has been so generous that he 
has turned himself into a poor man. Kulapàlikà loves Dhanamitra, but because her father has 
cancelled the marriage arrangement with Dhanamitra, and wants to give her to the rich 
Arthapati, she is going to her beloved‘s house to avoid that marriage. Apahàravarman 
promises to help her and takes her to Dhanamitra, who is pleased to see his loved one and 
wants to run away with her. Apahàravarman tells him to wait for a solution. They take the girl 
home and while there they plunder the house. Then they go to Arthapati‘s house and rob him 
as well. This causes the wedding to be postponed.  
 Apahàravarman circulates a rumour that Dhanamitra has come into possession of a 
magic leather purse that produces large quantities of gold. Now that Dhanamitra is rich and 
Arthapati poor, the girl‘s father gives her in marriage to Dhanamitra. 
 Apahàravarman sees Ràgama¤jarã, Kàmama¤jarã‘s younger sister, and they fall in 
love. Ràgama¤jarã wants to marry and become a housewife instead of following her family‘s 
tradition of making a living as a courtesan, but her family refuses. Apahàravarman arranges 
with Kàmama¤jarã that he shall steal the magic purse and give it to her in exchange for 
Ràgama¤jarã. A prerequisite for the purse to yield riches is that she restores the wealth of all 
whose riches she has tapped. Kàmama¤jarã agrees, and in a short while she has restored to 
Viråpaka everything she has taken. Meanwhile Dhanamitra has reported that the purse is 
stolen, and Kàmama¤jarã is forced to return it to him. On Apahàravarman‘s advice, she 
announces that she had received the purse as a gift from Arthapati, and as a consequence he is 
expelled from the country. 
 One night Apahàravarman gets drunk and attacks some policemen and is put in prison. 
His prison guard, Kàntaka, has fallen in love with princess Ambàlikà. In order to get into the 
palace he arranges for Apahàravarman to dig an underground tunnel from the prison to the 
palace. After completing the job, Apahàravarman kills Kàntaka, and goes into the princess‘ 
chamber himself. There he finds the princess asleep and immediately fall in love with her. 
Apahàravarman returns without wakening her. 
 Then Caõóavarman attacks Caüpà and takes the princess and her father captive. 
Apahàravarman kills Caõóavarman while he is in the act of marrying Ambàlikà. Soon after, 
 he is reunited with Ràjavàhana as Marãchi had predicted. After Ràjavàhana has heard his 
story, he turns to Upahàravarman and asks him to relate his adventures. 
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter III 
Upahàravarman is wandering until one day he reaches Videha. There he meets an old woman 
ascetic, who turns out to be his old nurse. The woman relates to him how his father‘s 
(Prahàravarman) kingdom had been usurped by Vikañavarman, and how she had tried to 
escape with the baby prince in her arms and lost him, and how his parents had been taken into 
captivity.  Upahàravarman tells the old nurse that he is determined to resolve the situation, 
and with the assistance of her daughter he manages to get information about the harem of 
Vikañavarman. He learns that the beautiful queen, Kalpasundarã, detests her husband because 
of his bad behaviour towards her. She confides that her parents had promised her to king 
Praharavarman‘s son even before they were born, but as their son was lost, she was married to 
Vikañavarman. 
Upahàravarman manages to get the queen to fall in love with him, and she arranges to 
meet him in the garden. Upahàravarman‘s heart is pained by the fact that he is going to violate 
another man‘s wife. However, as the law books permitted such an offence if it is done for the 
sake of artha (wealth) and kàma (love), he goes to the garden where he makes love to 
Kalpasundarã. He also instructs her in how to persuade Vikañavarman to undertake a 
performance of a magical rite that will exchange his ugly and deformed body for a beautiful 
one. Vikañavarman falls into the trap, and is killed by Upahàravarman.   
Upahàravarman then usurps the throne pretending to be the transformed 
Vikañavarman, and he succeeds in deluding everyone. With the knowledge he has gained by 
secretly listening to Vikañavarman‘s confessions of his misdeeds to his wife, a prerequisite for 
the transformation, he reverses all of Vikañavarman‘s sinful deeds, and thus convinces the 
ministers that his appearance and morals has changed. 
Then he released his parents, and made his father the king. Thereafter he goes out with 
his army to assist his ally Siühavarman. In Caüpà he is reunited with Ràjavàhana, who 
commands Arthapàla to tell his story.  
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter IV 
Arthapàla had been wandering in search for Ràjavàhana until one day he reaches Kà÷ã. There 
he sees a man in great distress, and Arthapàla asks him the cause of this suffering. The man 
 tells him how he had come to know Kàmapàla, the chief minister of Kà÷ã. The man relates 
that Kàmapàla had once fallen in love with Kàntimatã, the daughter of king Chaõóasiüha. He 
had secretly stayed in the ladies‘ apartment, where Kàntimàtã had become pregnant and had 
given birth to a son. Her attendants had been frightened, and they had taken the baby away 
while they told Kàntimatã that the boy was stillborn. Later Kàmapàla was appointed minister 
of the old king Chaõóasiüha, and he was given Kàntimatã in marriage. Living with his wives 
he enjoyed life like a crown prince until the old king died. One day his wife Tàràvalã walked 
out on him in anger, because he had called her by Kàntimatã‘s name when they were intimate. 
The new king Siühaghoùa, who was an evil-minded youth, was encouraged by the fact that 
Kàmapàla no longer was protected by his yakùã wife. He dismissed Kàmapàla and sentenced 
him to death. 
 Arthapàla recognises Kàmapàla to be his father, husband of the yakùã girl Tàràvalã, 
who long ago had handed Arthapàla over to queen Vasumatī. On hearing the fate of his father, 
he becomes determined to release him. He catches a poisonous snake, and hides in a tree near 
the place where his father is to be executed. He then droppes the snake on his father‘s head so 
that it bites him and his father falls down, unconscious. With anti-poison charms, Arthapàla 
halts the effect of the poison. After having removed the apparently dead body of his father 
with the king‘s permission, he restores him to life. Arthapàla‘s mother, Kàntimatã, is happy to 
be reunited with her son.  
 They now make a plan to overthrow king Siühaghoùa, and Arthapàla digs a tunnel to 
the royal palace. The tunnel comes out in a magnificent underground palace filled with many 
ladies, among them the beautiful princess Maõikarõikà, who has been placed there to protect 
her from public view. An old nurse informs Arthapàla that his mother Kàntimàtã had won the 
princess in game of dice when she was still in the womb, as a future wife for her son. 
Arthapàla promises to marry Maõikarõikà and then enters the royal palace through a narrow 
passage. There he finds the king asleep. Arthapàla takes him captive and brings him to his 
father, who places him under confinement. The kingdom thus becomes under Kàmapàla and 
Arthapàla‘s control.  
 Arthapàla marries Maõikarõikà and goes out to assist Siühavarman, the king of the 
Aïgas. In Caüpà he meets Ràjavàhana, who is pleased to hear about Arthapàla‘s heroic 
deeds. Ràjavàhana then commands his friend Pramati to relate his story.  
 
 
 Da÷akumàracarita, chapter V 
When Pramati is wandering the quarters in search for Ràjavàhana, he comes to a forest on the 
Vindhya Mountains, where he goes to rest under a large tree. Before he falls asleep, he prays 
to the guardian deity of the place for protection. While he is sleeping he has a sensation of 
being transported to a palace where he finds himself lying on a bed beside a beautiful lady. He 
immediately falls in love with her.  
 When he wakes up he is wondering whether it was a dream or a trick. Then a yakùã 
appears in front of him, who bears the signs of being a woman separated from her husband. 
She tells him that it was all real, and that she had carried him asleep to the chamber of 
princess Navamàlikà. She also tells him that she is Tàràvalã, the wife of Kàmapàla. She has 
been cursed for a year to feel the pain of separation from her home, because she had left her 
husband in anger. Then she takes her leave and goes back to Kàmapàla. 
 Pramati then proceeds to øràvastã. On the road he makes friends with a Brahmin at a 
cockfight, who promises to help him if needed. When he reaches øràvastã, a girl approaches 
him, who turns out to be a companion of princess Navamàlikà. From her he learns that the 
princess has fallen in love with him while he was sleeping beside her in her bed. Pramati 
informs her that he will think of a way that he safely can get into the harem. 
 He goes back to the Brahmin, and together they work out a plan. The Brahmin takes 
Pramati, dressed as a girl, to the king and asks him to look after his ―daughter‖ until he returns 
with the man whom she has been promised to marry. Meanwhile Pramati stays in the ladies‘ 
quarter together with Navamàlikà. 
One day, according to the plan, Pramati slips away and joins the Brahmin, who awaits 
him with a man‘s clothes. The Brahmin then goes with Pramati to the king and demands to 
see his daughter. Of course, the king is unable to find her and the Brahmin threatens to 
immolate himself on a pyre. The king is forced to give Pramati his own daughter as a 
substitute for the girl who has disappeared. 
In this way Pramati is married to the princess and he soon wins the king‘s confidence. 
While he is leading his troops to assist king Siühavarman, he meets his friend Ràjavàhana. 
The prince praises Pramati‘s deeds, and he then turnes to Mitragupta to hear his story.   
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter VI 
Mitragupta has journeyed to the Suhma country in his search for Ràjavàhana. In the capital 
Dàmalipta he meets a young man, Ko÷adàsa, who tells him that the childless king of Suhma 
 had prayed to the goddess Vindhyavàsinã for two children. The goddess granted him a son, 
who was named Bhãmadhanvan, and a daughter, named Kandukàvatã. She told the king that 
his son would become subordinate to the husband of his daughter, and that the girl, from her 
seventh birthday should worship the goddess Somàpãóà with a ball performance every year in 
order to get a virtuous husband, whom she should choose. The young man confesses that he is 
in love with the princess‘ foster sister, the courtesan Chandrasenà, who is forcibly held by the 
king‘s son Bhãmadhanvan. 
Just then the Kanduka festival starts and Chandrasenà announces that her master‘s 
daughter has arrived at the park. Mitragupta immediately falls in love with her. When the ball 
dance is over Kandukàvatã signals that she too has fallen in love with him. Then she leaves for 
the palace.  
Next day the king‘s son, who has been informed about his sister‘s choice of husband 
and who detests the thought of being made subordinate to a stranger, has Mitragupta seized, 
chained, and thrown into the sea. Luckily he is picked up by a passing vessel, but he is kept in 
chains.  Just then the ship is attacked by another vessel, and Mitragupta is released to help 
them fight the enemy. When the attackers are defeated, he is treated with respect and wins his 
freedom. The captain on the other ship turns out to be Bhãmadhanvan. Lashed together, the 
two ships drift far away by unfavourable winds, until they cast anchor by an island and 
Mitragupta lands ashore.  
On the island he meets a ràkùasa (demon) who threatens to eat him unless he answers 
four questions: What is cruel? What is dear and beneficial to a householder? What is desire? , 
What is the means to achieve a difficult goal? Mitragupta‘s answers to these questions are 
respectively: the hearth of a woman, the virtues of a housewife, imagination, and, wisdom. He 
exemplifies his answers by telling the stories of: Dhåminã, a wife who tried to kill her 
husband after having forced herself on a crippled man; Gominã, a woman with all the good 
qualities of a pativratà (devoted and virtuous wife); Nimbavatã, a wife who had been rejected 
by her husband, but who managed to win him back by pretending to be someone else; and 
Nitambavatã, a childless kulastrã (high-born lady) who was tricked, by a man who desired her, 
to leave her home and later became expelled by her husband. The ràkùasa is pleased with the 
answers.  
Just then another ràkùasa came dragging a woman through the air. She is rescued and 
turns out to be princess Kandukàvatã. They board the ship and set sail for Dàmaliptà. When 
they land they hear that the king and the queen are desolate at the loss of their children, and 
 are determined to starve themselves to death.  Mitragupta relates what has happened, and the 
delighted king makes him his son-in-law and his own son Mitragupta‘s subordinate. The latter 
commands Bhãmadhanvan to give up Chandrasenà, who becomes Ko÷adàsa‘s wife. 
The king is an alley of Siühavarman, so Mitragupta is dispatched to his aid with an 
army. In Caüpà he meets Ràjavàhana, who are delighted to hear Mitragupta‘s story. He then 
urges Mantragupta to relate his adventures.  
 
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter VII 
Because Mantragupta‘s lips are sore from excessive kissing, he relates his story without using 
any labial letters.  
 Mantragupta has gone to the country of Kaliïga in search for Ràjavàhana. One night, 
when he has rested near a funeral-ground, he is alarmed by a cry. A sorcerer is in the process 
of sacrificing princess Kanakalekhà, king Kardana‘s daughter, to his deity. Mantragupta 
manages to kill the sorcerer and rescues the princess, with whom he immediately falls in love. 
The princess signals with glances and otherwise, that she also has fallen in love with him. 
Mantragupta accompanies her to the palace where he secretly stays in her apartment. 
 One day king Kardana decides to spend some days with his family by the sea. There 
he is suddenly attacked by Jayasiüha, king of ândhra, and the king and his family are taken 
captive. Mantragupta is told that Jayasiüha has spared Kardana‘s life since his daughter 
Kanakalekhà has kindled his desire. He is further told that Kanakalekhà has become 
possessed by a yakùa, which has to be expelled before Jayasiüha can marry the girl.  
 Mantragupta disguises himself as an ascetic and goes to the king to offer him 
assistance in driving away the yakùa. The king is delighted and ready to follow the ascetic‘s 
advises. The plan is to get the king to bathe in a lake, where he will be transformed by virtue 
of Mantragupta‘s magical spell. His new looks will enable him to defeat the yakùa. In 
agreement with the plan, Jayasiüha dives into the lake where he is killed by Mantragupta. 
Mantragupta then arises from the water as the transformed king. He then releases king 
Kardana and his daughter, and is formally given princess Kanakalekhà‘s hand in marriage.  
 With the large forces of the ândhra and the Kaliïga countries he goes to aid 
Siühavarman. There he is reunited with his friend Ràjavàhana, who marvels at his wisdom 
and courage. The prince then turns to Vi÷ruta to hear his story. 
 
 
  
Da÷akumàracarita, chapter VIII     
Vi÷ruta is wandering around in the Vindhyan forest in search for Ràjavàhana, when he comes 
upon a young boy attended by an old man. The boy is Bhàskaravarman, the young prince of 
Vidarbha. His father, king Anantavarman, had been misled by vicious company, and had 
neglected the affairs of the state. Being more and more indulgent in pleasures, he was attacked 
one day by Vasantabhàhu, a neighbouring prince. Anantavarman was killed, and 
Vasantabhàhu usurped the throne. 
  Anantavarman‘s old minister took the young prince Bhàskaravarman, his elder sister 
Ma¤juvàdhinã, and their mother, queen Vasuüdharà, and they escaped together with a few 
hereditary ministers. They took the queen and her children to her husband‘s half-brother, 
Mitravarman, who made advances to her. When she spurned him, he made plans to kill the 
prince. Alarmed, the queen sent her son away with an attendant, with instructions to bring the 
boy to a safe place.  
 While listening to the old man‘s story, Vi÷ruta realises that the young prince is related 
to him and he promises to recover his lost kingdom. From a forester he learns that a marriage 
is being arranged between Pracaõóavarman, the younger brother of king Caõóavarman, and 
Ma¤juvàdhinã. Vi÷ruta sends the old man back to the queen, telling her to tell everyone that 
her son had been eaten by a tiger. He also instructs the man to bring the queen some strong 
poison in which to dunk her garland. She shall then strike it in the face of Mitravarman 
declaring that this harmless object will strike him as a sword to prove that she is a pativratà. 
She shall then plunge the garland in an antidote provided by Vi÷ruta and pass it on to her 
daughter. 
 It all went according to the plan. Mitravarman dies, and the people are amazed by the 
power of the pativratà. Shortly after, Vi÷ruta and the young prince arrive, both attired as 
ascetics. During a performance, he manages to kill Pracaõóavarman, and in the middle of the 
night he and the prince proceed to the temple of Durgà. There they conceal themselves 
underneath the base of the idol.  
 The next day, as instructed, the queen arrives together with a group of people to 
worship the goddess. She has in advance announced that she has been told in a vision that the 
boy will be returned to her alive on a particular day. Suddenly Vi÷ruta and the prince reveal 
themselves before the eyes of everyone. Vi÷ruta announces that the prince is under the 
protection of the goddess, and that she has sent him back to be their lawful ruler.  
  In this way Bhàskaravarman is recognised as the king and Vi÷ruta as his guardian. 
Vi÷ruta then marries Ma¤juvàdhinã and conductes the affairs of the kingdom for the young 
boy.  
 
Uttarapãñhikà  
Vi÷ruta sets out to defeat Vasantabhànu, Lord of A÷maka, and restores to Bhàskaravarman his 
position as overlord of Vidarbha. He leads an army to attack Vasantabhànu, and manages to 
kill him in a single combat, and thereby secures Bhàskaravarman‘s succession to the throne. 
He is just preparing to go out in search of Ràjavàhana when he is summoned to aid 
Siühavarman. There he meets Ràjavàhana. 
 When all the men are assembled and are exchanging stories with one another, some of 
king Ràjahaüsa‘s men arrive from Puùpapurī. They are bringing a letter from the king saying 
that the king and the queen had been struck with grief when they heard of the sudden 
disappearance of the prince and the dispersal of the young men. They had, however, been 
consoled by the sage Vàmadeva who foretold that all the men would return safely home after 
sixteen years. That period has now elapsed, and the sage has told the king that the men now 
are assembled at Caüpà. The king wants them to immediately return to Puùpapurī to see him. 
The men, accompanied with their wives and a small army, set out for Puùpapurī. On the way 
they defeat their old enemy Mànasàra and take possession of the land. They release 
Puùpodbhava from captivity and take Avantisundarã with them. Then they all go to pay their 
respect to Ràjavàhana‘s father and mother. After having distributed the various kingdoms 
among the ten men, the king and his wife retire from public life. Ràjavàhana and his nine 
friends rule their respective kingdoms with justice and enjoy their abundant kingly pleasures.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Appendix II  
 
Sentences for analysis (in chronological order) 
 
1 svarloka÷ikharoruruciraratnaratnàkaravelàmekhalàvalayitadharaõãramaõãsaubhàgya
bhogabhàgyavàn 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. I, line 4, p. 2) 
 
His (the king‘s) was the good fortune to enjoy the beautiful young woman in the form 
of the earth, with the girdle in the form of the border of the ocean, which contains 
gems as large and beautiful as those on the peak of mount Meru. 
 
2 tasya vasumatã nàma sumàtã lãlàvatãkula÷ekharamaõã ramaõã babhåva 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. I, line 8, p. 2) 
 
His queen was Vasumati, ―The wealthy one‖ or ―The Earth,‖ wise and the crest jewel 
of the whole class of graceful women.  
 
3 vãraketurapi bhãto mahadupàyanamiva tanayàm mattakàlàyàdàt  
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 12, p. 30) 
 
Vãraketu was thus frightened into giving his daughter to Mattakàla as if she was a 
great gift. 
 
4 taruõãlàbhahçùñacetà làñapatiþ  
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 13, p. 30)  
 
The Làña king delighted at heart by the acquisition of the young woman. 
 
5 (Mànapàla) nijanàthàvamànakhinnamànaso'ntar bibheda 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, line 2, p. 31) 
 
(Mànapàla) was pained at heart by the humiliation of his master. 
  
6 saütuùñamanà ràjà ... nijatanayàü mahyam adàt 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. III, lines 10-11, p. 33) 
 
Highly pleased, the king … gave me his own daughter in marriage.  
 
7 manasà'bhimukhai÷ca samàku¤citai ràgalajjàntaràlavartibhir-
apàïgavartibhirãkùaõavi÷eùairnijamanovçttimakathayat 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 16, p. 37 and  line 1, p. 38) 
 
With meaningful glances from the outer corner of her eyes, directed to me and darting 
between passion and bashfulness, she silently conveyed her thoughts. 
 
8 caturagåóhaceùñàbhirasyà manonuràgaü 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 2, p. 38) 
 
 (Having clearly perceived) her love (for me) from her clever covert gestures … 
 
9 tasyàþ sasaübhramapremalajjàkautukamanoraü lãlàvilokanasukhamanubhavan 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, line 7, p. 38) 
 
It was a pleasure to watch her lovely looks, all the more entrancing because of its 
confusion of love, bashfulness and curiosity. 
 
10 kanyàdåùaõadoùaü dårãkçtya balàtkàreõa rantumudyuïkte 
(pårvapãñhikà, chap. IV, lines 2-3, p. 39) 
 
Regardless of the crime of corrupting a virgin, he is resolved to enjoy me by force. 
 
 
 
 
 11 tamekadà kàmama¤jarã nàmàïgapurãvataüsasthànãyà vàrayuvatir … sanirvedam 
abhyetya ... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 7, p. 65) 
 
One day a young courtesan called Kàmama¤jarã (bouquet of love), the ornament of the 
Aïga-capital, approached him.  
 
12 bhagavan, asyà me doùameùà vo dàsã vij¤àpayati doùa÷ca mama 
svàdhikàrànuùñàpanam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 1-2, p. 66) 
 
Your holiness, your humble slave is bringing before you my offence against her (my 
daughter, Kàmama¤jarã); my fault lies in making her perform the duties of her proper 
profession. 
 
13 eùa hi gaõikàmàturadhikàro yad ...  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-3, p. 66) 
 
This is the duty of the mother of a courtesan: ... 
 
14 gaõikàyà÷ca gamyaü prati sajjataiva na saïgaþ satyàmapi prãtau na màturmàtçkàyà 
và ÷àsanàtivçttiþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-4, p. 68) 
 
A courtesan‘s duty is readiness towards her customer and not attachment to him. Even 
if there is love, she must not disobey her mother or grandmother. 
 
15 evaü sthite'nayà prajàpativihitaü svadharmamullaïghya 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 4, p. 68) 
 
Such was the settled practice, but she (my daughter) violated her own duty ordained 
by Prajàpati. 
 
 16 svakuñumbakaü càvasàditam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 7, p. 68) 
 
(She has) ruined her own household. 
 
17 sà cediyamahàryani÷cayà srava eùa jano'traivànanyagatirana÷anena saüsthàsyata 
(daśakumāracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9, p. 68) 
 
If she (my daughter) proves unshaken in her resolve (to stay in the forest), then all 
these people, who have no other means of subsistence, will starve themselves to death, 
right here.  
 
18 dvitãyastu sarvasyaiva sulabhaþ kuladharmànuùñhàyinaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 12, p. 68) 
 
(And) the second (the attainment of heaven) is easy to obtain for anyone by simply 
fulfilling the duties of your family. 
 
19 ni÷amyaitanniyatibalànnu tatpàñavànnu svabuddhimàndyànnu svaniyamamanàdçtya 
tasyàmasau pràsajat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9, p. 71) 
 
Whether owing to the power of destiny, or to her eloquence, or to the infirmity of his 
own mind, hearing this (Kàmama¤jarã‘s praising words of kàma) he (Marãci) became 
attached to her and disregarded his own vows.  
 
20 þçùñena ca ràj¤à mahàrhai ratnàlaükàrairmahatà ca paribarheõànugçhya visçùñà 
vàramukhyàbhiþ pauramukhyai÷ca gaõa÷aþ pra÷asyamànà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 5-7, p. 72) 
  
She (Kàmama¤jarã) was sent away by the happy king who had favoured her with 
jewelled ornaments of great value and a large retinue, and also applauded by crowds 
of prominent courtesans and principal citizens.  
  
21 sva÷aktiniùiktaü ràgam uddhçtya tayaiva bandhakyà mahadvairàgyamarpitam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 16, p. 72 and line 1 p. 73) 
 
And this whore, after she had removed the passion instilled in me by her power, has 
now given me absolute dispassion. 
 
22 navapurvasu và puüstvamålan api tu prakçùñagaõikàpràrthyayauvano hi yaþ sa 
pumàn 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 7-8, p. 74) 
 
Neither form nor wealth is the test of manliness, but he alone is a man whose youth 
would be desired by the most superior courtesan. 
 
23 ato yuvatilalàmabhåtà kàmama¤jarã yaü và kàmayate sa haratu subhagapatàkàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 8-9,  p. 74) 
 
Let him, whom Kàmama¤jarã, the jewel among young women, chooses for her love 
have the banner of good fortune. 
 
24 subhagaümanyena ca mayàsvadhanasya svagçhasya svagaõasya svadehasya 
svajãvitasyaca saive÷varãkçtà kçta÷càhamanayà malamallaka÷eùaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 13-14,  p. 74) 
 
Imagining myself lucky, I made her mistress of my wealth, my home, my people, my 
body, and my very life. All she left me was my loincloth. 
 
25 kiü tu sà kila vàrakanyakà gaõikàsvadharmapratãpagàminà bhadrodàreõà÷ayena 
samagirata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 13, p. 84 and lines 1-2, p. 85) 
 
However, rumour has it that the courtesan maiden, with noble and generous thought 
that goes contrary to the proper duties of a courtesan, has declared: 
    
26 guõa÷ulkà’ham na dhana÷ulkà na ca pàõigrahaõàdçte’nyabhogyaü yauvanam  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 2-3, p. 85) 
 
My bride-price will be counted in virtues, not riches; and my youth will not be 
enjoyed by another except by marriage.  
 
27 yadiyamatikramya svakuladharmamarthanirapekùà guõebhya eva svaü yauvanaü 
vicikrãùate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 6-7, p. 85) 
 
She had so transgressed the duties of her family that she, quite regardless of wealth, 
wishes to sell her own youth for merits only. 
 
28 kulastrãvçttamevàcyutamanutiùñàsati 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, line 8, p. 85) 
 
Absolutely firm, she only wants to become a respectable housewife. 
 
29 kàmama¤jaryapi katipayairevàhobhira÷ùmantaka÷eùamajinaratnadohà÷ayà 
svamabhyudayamakarot 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 9-10, p. 87) 
 
Within a few days, Kàmama¤jarã also reduced her large fortune to the ashes of a 
hearth, in anticipation of milking the precious bag.  
 
30 deva yeyaü gaõikà kàmama¤jarã lobhotkarùàllobhama¤jarãti... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 11-12, p. 87) 
 
Your Majesty, the courtesan Kàmama¤jarã, because of her excessive greed, has been 
nicknamed Lobhama¤jarã (Bouquet of greed)... 
 
 31 naiùa nyàyo ve÷akulasya yaddàturapade÷aþ | na hyarthairnyàyàrjitaireva puruùà 
ve÷amupatiùñhanti  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 12-13, p. 88) 
 
It is improper for prostitutes to expose their patrons. After all, not every man who 
frequents prostitutes does so with honestly acquired money. 
 
32 tasyaivadravyàõàü tu kenacidavayavena sà varàkã kàmama¤jarã 
carmaratnamçgatçùõikàpaviddhasarvasvà sànukampaü dhanmitràbhinoditena 
bhupenànvagçhyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 5-7, p. 89) 
 
Unlucky Kàmama¤jarã had given away everything she owned for the mirage of the 
precious bag. But prompted by Dhanamitra, the king took pity on her and granted her 
a portion of his (Arthapati‘s) property. 
 
33 prasçtataraü ca sakhyaü mayà saha dhanamitrasya matparigrahatvaü ca 
ràgama¤jaryàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. II, lines 9-10, p. 90) 
 
My friendship with Dhanamitra is well-known, and so are also my acceptance of 
Ràgama¤jarã in marriage. (Spoken by Apahàravarman.) 
 
34 striya÷copdhãnàmudbhavakùetram 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 16 p. 105 and line 1 p. 106) 
 
And women are the source of deceptions.  
 
35 nàtirocate ma eùa bhartà vi÷eùata÷caiùu vàsareùu 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 11, p. 109) 
 
I do not like my husband much, and least of all these days. 
 
 36 tatkimityapekùyate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 3, p. 110) 
 
Why should then respect be shown to him (by me)? 
 
37 aviùahyaü hi yoùitàmanaïga÷araniùaïgãbhåtacetasàmaniùñajanasaüvàsayantraõà-
duþkham 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, lines 4-5, p. 110) 
 
The misery of being forced to share her life with a man she detests can hardly be borne 
by a woman whose mind has become the quiver of Anaïga’s212 arrows. (Spoken by 
Kalpasundarã.) 
 
38 ato’munàpuruùena màmadyodyànamàdhavãgçhe samàgamaya 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, lines 5-6, p. 110) 
 
Do therefore arrange for me to meet with this man today in the Màdhavã pavilion in 
the garden. (Spoken by Kalpasundarã) 
 
39 asti càyamartharà÷iþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. III, line 7, p. 110) 
 
I have a great wealth. (Spoken by queen Kalpasundarã) 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
 
 
212
 Name of Kàma (god of love, so called because he was made bodiless by a flash from the eye of øiva for 
having attempted to disturb his life of austerity by filling him with love for Pàrvatã), Monier-Williams, Monier, A 
Sanskrit - English Dictionary, (Dehli: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers Private Limited, 1997), 24. 
 
 40 strãdharma÷caiùa yadaduùñasya duùñasya và bharturgatirgantavyà | tadahamamunaiva 
saha citàgnimàrokùyàmi. 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, lines 1-2, p. 131) 
 
Also, it is the duty of a wife to share the destiny of her husband, whether he is good or 
wicked. Therefore I shall mount the funeral pyre beside my husband. (Spoken by 
Kàntimatã) 
 
41 asya tu paõigràhakasya gatimananuprapadyamànà bhavatkulaü kalaïkayeyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, line 13, p. 132) 
 
But if I do not share the fate of him who took my hand in marriage, I would be 
disgracing your family. (Spoken by Kàntimatã) 
 
42 tvadambayà kàntimatyà ceyaü garbhasthaiva dyåtajità svamàtrà tavaiva jàyàtvena 
samakalpyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. IV, lines 5-7, p. 136) 
 
But her own mother pledged her as a wife for you, being won by your mother 
Kàntimatã in gambling (with her mother), even while she was still in the womb.  
 
43 durabhirakùatayà tu duhitéõàü mukta÷ai÷avànàü vi÷eùata÷càmàtçkàõàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. V, lines 14-15, p. 146) 
 
It is difficult to control daughters who have passed childhood, and especially those that 
have no mother. 
 
44 yaü càbhilaùetsà’muùmai deyà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 13, p. 149) 
 
Let her be given over (in marriage) to whomsoever she desires. 
 
 
 45 tasyàstu sakhã candrasenà nàma dhàtreyikà mama priyà’’sãt 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 16-17, p. 149) 
 
Her (princess Kandukàvatã‘s) friend and foster sister Chandrasenà, was my beloved. 
 
46 dviùadbhiþ prakhyàpito’si tasmiüstvayyuparate yadyahaü jãveyaü nç÷aüso ve÷a 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 12-13, p. 150) 
 
If I were to live after you were dead, I would be confirming the saying that a prostitute 
is fatal to men. 
 
47 sàyaü copasçtya candrasenà rahasi  
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 13, p. 153) 
 
In the evening Chandrasenà approached us in secret. 
 
48 so’yamartho viditabhàvayà mayà svamàtre tayà ca tanmàtre mahiùyà ca 
manujendràya nivedayiùyate 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 5-6, p. 154) 
 
This situation will be reported by me, who know her feelings, to my mother, by her to 
her (princess Kandukàvatã‘s) mother, and by the queen to the king. 
 
49 kiü kråraü strãhçdayaü 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 16, p. 156) 
 
What is cruel? The heart of a woman. 
 
50 kiü gçhiõaþ priyahitàya dàraguõàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 16, p. 156) 
 
What is dear and beneficial for a householder? The virtues of a housewife. 
 
 51 bhartsità’pi tena balàtkàramarãramat 
 (da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 3, p. 158) 
 
Although he repulsed her, she forcefully had her way (took her pleasure with him). 
 
52 taü ca vikalaü skandhenoduhya de÷àdde÷àntaraü paribhramantã pativratàpratãtiü 
lebhe bahuvidhà÷ca påjàþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 6-7, p. 158) 
 
Then carrying the cripple on her shoulders and wandering from place to place, she 
(Dhåminã) acquired a reputation as a pativratà (devoted and virtuous wife) and was 
worshipped in many ways. 
 
53 nàstyadàràõàmananuguõadàràõàü và sukhaü nàma 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 3-4, p. 159) 
 
There is no happiness for those who have no wife, or for those who have no wife of 
corresponding qualities.  
 
54 àsajjati ca me hçdayamasyàmeva tatparãkùyainàmudaheyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 1, p. 161) 
 
My heart is set on this girl (Gominã) already, so putting her to the test, I will marry 
her.  
 
55 nãtvaitadanapekùaþ kàmapi gaõikàmavarodhamakarot | tàmapyasau 
priyasakhãmivopàcarat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 10-12, p. 163) 
 
After he had taken her home he neglected her and attached himself to a courtesan. She 
(Gominã) even treated this woman as a dear friend. 
 
 
  
56 patiü ca daivatamiva muktatandrà paryacarat | gçhakàryàõã càhãnamanvatiùñat 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 12-13, p. 163) 
 
She (Gominã) persistently worshipped her husband as a god, and performed her 
household duties without fail. 
 
57 daurbhàgyaü nàma jivanmaraõamevàïganànàü, vi÷eùata÷cakulavadhånàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 13-14, p. 164) 
 
The unhappiness of being hated by one‘s husband is simply a living death for any 
woman, and even more of a woman of high birth. 
 
58 bhagavati patireva daivataü vanitànàm, vi÷oùata÷ca kulajànàm | atastacchu÷råùaõ-
àbhyupàyahetubhåtaü kiücidàcaraõãyam 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 4-5, p. 165) 
 
Revered lady, a woman‘s husband is her deity, and how much more for those of high 
birth. Hence something must be done to enable me to serve him again. 
 
59 tatra ka÷citkulaputraþ kalàsu gaõikàsu càtiraktaþ 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 2-3, p. 167) 
 
There lived a son of good family addicted to the fine arts and to courtesans. 
 
60 bhadra viruddhamivaitatpratibhàti | yataþ kulajàdurlabhaü vapuþ àbhijàtya÷aüsinã 
ca namratà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 7-8, p. 167) 
 
Good man, this seems to be a contradiction. For her (Nitambavatã‘s) physical beauty is 
rare among women of good family, and yet there is a modesty which proclaims high 
birth.  
 
  
61 ÷ramaõikàmukhàcca duùkara÷ilabhraü÷àü kulastriyamupaplabhya... 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 3-4, p. 168) 
 
The Buddhist nun explained that it is very difficult to make a woman of good family 
fall from her character... 
 
62 ...kim itarananàrãsulabhaü càpalaü spçùñaü na veti parãkùà kçtà 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, lines 7-8, p. 168) 
 
...testing you to find out whether or not you too are afflicted by the fickleness so 
common among other women. (said to Nitambavatã) 
 
63 vimar÷e ca tasyàþ ÷àkinãtvamaikamatyena pauràõàmabhimatamàsãt | bhartrà ca 
parityaktà...tena dhårtena...agçhyata 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VI, line 20 p. 169 and line 1-2, p. 170) 
 
After deliberation, the citizens agreed unanimously that she (Nitambavatã) was a 
witch. Abandoned by her husband…she was seized by the cunning man. 
 
64 raktatarà hi nastatra sakhya÷ceñya÷ca | yathà na ka÷cidetajj¤àsyati tathà yatiùyante ’ 
iti 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VII, lines 10-12, p. 175) 
 
For there (in the ladies‘ quarter) my friends are totally attached to me. They will 
endeavour so that no one shall know about this (that the prince shall dwell in the 
ladies‘ quarter). Spoken by princess Kanakalekhà. 
 
65 aho màhàtmyaü pativràtànàm 
(da÷akumàracarita, chap. VIII, line 10, p. 204) 
 
Oh, the great power of the pativratàs (chaste and virtuous wives)! 
 
